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CIMdata News 

Aras ACE 2017–The Rise of the Platform (Commentary) 

25 April 2017 

Key takeaways: 

 Aras is positioned as a platform that implements digital threads to enable digital twins and 

digital transformations to support lifecycles of complex systems of systems. 

 Aras announced the release of, or updates to, several major applications and supporting 

frameworks including: Technical Documentation (Tech Docs), Quality Management System 

(QMS), and Manufacturing Process Planning (MPP). They also previewed new solutions to 

support Extended Classification and Variant Management. 

 Tony Affuso, former CEO of Siemens PLM Software, is now on the Aras Board of Directors. 

 Aras continues to invest in its PLM Community, with support for GitHub and the formation of 

Aras Labs. 

CIMdata attended the annual Aras customer event, ACE 2017, held in Nashville TN March 21
st
 through 

23
rd

. The two and one-half day agenda had up to five parallel tracks that included Demonstration, 

Business, Applications, and Deployment. The attendees included a mix of company management, end 

users, system administrators, and solution developers from small to large industrial companies, technical 

and implementation partners, industry and financial analysts, and academics. 

On Monday, March 20
th

 Aras hosted a technical track for developers looking to connect to and interact 

with the Aras development team and their peers in other companies, and a track for Aras partners where 

strategy, messaging, partner issues, and tips were reviewed.  

Aras’ Business Update 

Mr. Peter Schroer, founder and CEO of Aras, delivered his keynote, noting that Aras’ revenue continues 

to grow at high double digit rates: 60% in 2014, 70% in 2015, 60% in 2016, and forecasted to be 50% in 
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2017. Aras currently has about 210 employees and Mr. Schroer stated that they are continuing to add 

staff globally to support their rapid growth. 

The Aras Innovator Platform 

Most of Mr. Schroer’s keynote was focused on platforms, a topic that CIMdata believes is key to the 

future of PLM and successful manufacturing enterprises. Aras is still a relatively small company but 

since changing their business model to focus on enterprise open source in 2007 the Aras platform shown 

in Figure 2 has grown significantly. Figure 1 shows what the application suite looked like in 2007.  

 

Figure 1—Aras Applications Circa 2007 

Over the years, CIMdata had commented that Aras had a strong vision but was slow to realize it. That is 

no longer true. Aras has made steady, even accelerating, progress in building out their platform. Aras’ 

service layer and modeling engine are designed to enable applications to be built by configuring data, 

logic, process, and user interface into a tailored, company-specific solution that is upgradable, even 

when extensively customized.1 Mr. Schroer’s view is that this architecture enables Aras and its 

customers and partners to create optimized solutions quickly, in a more cost-effective manner than other 

PLM solution providers. CIMdata is currently evaluating the breadth and depth of the platform and plans 

to publish the results of that evaluation later this year. 

 

                                                 
1
 See: http://www.cimdata.com/en/resources/complimentary-reports-research/commentaries/item/551-aras-innovator-

redefining-customization-upgrades-commentary 

http://www.cimdata.com/en/resources/complimentary-reports-research/commentaries/item/551-aras-innovator-redefining-customization-upgrades-commentary
http://www.cimdata.com/en/resources/complimentary-reports-research/commentaries/item/551-aras-innovator-redefining-customization-upgrades-commentary
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Figure 2—The Aras Innovator Platform Stack Today 

Mr. John Sperling, Vice President of Product Management, provided an overview of new solutions and 

enhancements. A key point he made in his presentation was deploying “business Applications within a 

common platform is the best way to achieve the connectivity necessary to support traceability for the 

digital thread.” Aras defines a digital twin as the complete configuration and related artifacts that 

describe the product as produced or maintained. To better enable companies to create the digital twin, 

Aras provides integrated support for most common ECAD and MCAD tools, is working with IBM and 

Airbus to implement an ALM reference architecture using OSLC, and is partnering with system 

modeling supplier No Magic to support SysML. 

Mr. Sperling also reviewed newly released solutions for Manufacturing Process Planning (MPP) and 

Quality. As the manufacturing process plan is built, items in the EBOM are consumed and single or 

multiple MBOMs are produced. Since the data resides on the common Aras platform, the impact of a 

change on the EBOM, process plan, and MBOM can be easily identified and assessed. CIMdata sees 

this as a great example of the power of using a product innovation platform to support PLM. 

The Quality Systems solution complements the Quality Planning solution released in January 2016. It 

adds reactive quality capabilities including CAPA, quality events, and quality analysis capabilities. The 

combination of these two solutions is known as QMS, and according to Mr. Sperling leverages 

capabilities from the Tech Docs solution that was released with Quality Planning as well as the other 

underlying Aras platform services and solutions.  

Mr. Rob McAveney, Chief Architect, talked about the Aras vision and roadmap. A critical component of 

the vision is full lifecycle traceability as shown in Figure 3. The EBOM to MBOM transformation and 

traceability capabilities previously reviewed by CIMdata2 demonstrate how Aras Innovator provides the 

                                                 
2
 See: https://www.cimdata.com/en/resources/complimentary-reports-research/commentaries/item/6840-extending-the-
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services to support configuration traceability across multiple structures. CIMdata is looking forward to 

seeing the end-to-end capability built out. Mr. McAveney gave an example of supporting change impact 

analysis on all the as-maintained configurations of a jet fighter to illustrate the scale of capability 

available with Aras. 

 

Figure 3–Full Lifecycle Traceability for Digital Threads and Capturing a Digital Twin 

Another interesting point Mr. McAveney made was Aras’ intent to support MES. He included several 

screen shots and diagrams to show how that support would be provided. CIMdata is looking forward to 

seeing how this MES support develops and is implemented. 

An Old Face in a New Place 

In what CIMdata believes is an exciting and very positive event for Aras, the company announced that 

Mr. Anthony (Tony) J. Affuso, a long-time PLM industry visionary and leader, was joining the Aras 

Board of Directors. Formerly the CEO of Siemens PLM Software, Mr. Affuso was the CEO of PLM 

industry leader UGS for more than 20 years, where he led the growth of UGS to more than one billion 

dollars in annual revenues and the successful merger into Siemens AG. In addition to his board role with 

Aras, Mr. Affuso, serves on the Board of Directors of Symbotic, where he was formerly CEO of the 

start-up robotics automation company. 

Mr. Affuso said, “I was attracted to Aras because of their disruptive technology, open-source customer 

engagement model, and the fact that their technology has recently been selected over their competitors 

by several of the world’s leading engineering and manufacturing companies. Additionally, I have been 

equally impressed with Aras’ customer-first mentality—a culture that I have always passionately 

believed in and one that I see across the Aras team.”  

Mr. Peter Schroer said, “Tony brings a depth of customer knowledge and insight that is just unmatched 

in the industry. He has seen PLM evolve from the early days of mechanical CAD to the systems 

engineering era that Aras enables. As a board member, he will play a key role guiding our course and 

deepening our connections as we continue to redefine the industry’s expectations of PLM.” 

CIMdata believes that Mr. Affuso’s insights and in-depth knowledge and experience of PLM is an 

excellent addition for Aras. 

                                                                                                                                                                         
digital-thread-with-integrated-manufacturing-process-planning-commentary target= 
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Customers and Partners 

CIMdata recently published a highlight3 describing recent Aras sales wins.  

A recent Aras enterprise customer win was Microsoft. Mr. Krishna Srinivasan and Mr. Boris Cononetz 

Jr., from Microsoft, jointly presented their experience using Aras as a platform for a PLM project to 

support Microsoft’s device business. This system, which Microsoft has labeled OnePDM, was deployed 

using an agile development process. Microsoft identified five business objectives for OnePDM: 

 Accelerate design collaboration 

 Establish core foundations for product data 

 Maintain traceability 

 Enable internal and external collaboration models 

 Enable multiple manufacturing models 

The results of the project were impressive—total time from project start to the initial release of a 

working PLM platform was fewer than eight months including migration from two legacy systems that 

are being retired. Since the initial release, Microsoft has built out additional functionality from a core 

foundation of product data management. The company is now using OnePDM to manage new hardware 

projects, including the recent launch of the new Microsoft Surface Pro and Surface Studio products. 

Microsoft highlighted several benefits from its use of Aras Innovator, including savings of several 

million dollars in its first two years of operation. 

Another example of Aras’ customer-focused support at the event was the emphasis on the updated Aras 

Open PLM Community as part of the new Aras Labs. The community was mentioned by Mr. Schroer in 

his keynote and by Mr. Sperling in his “What’s New from Aras” presentation. The importance of 

community was reinforced by a well-attended half-day partner-focused session before the main event, 

and by cards on every table at the event promoting Aras Labs and the community. Mr. Schroer 

highlighted the importance of community in his keynote by tying it to Aras’ platform strategy. He called 

out three key reasons for the focus on community: 

 Community is a key enabler of the platform concept 

 Diverse requirements create robust platform services 

 Complexity demands large community-scale solutions 

Another notable customer presentation was from Mr. Mike Deutsch of Ingalls Shipbuilding, a division 

of Huntington Ingalls Industries based in Pascagoula, Mississippi. Ingalls employs over 11,000 people, 

is a major supplier of ships to the United States Navy and Coast Guard, and is the largest private 

employer in Mississippi. Mr. Deutsch presented how Ingalls is using Aras Innovator to enable efficiency 

in the shipyard while simultaneously simplifying its IT architecture and reducing cost over time.  

Ingalls began their project by mapping processes, application architectures, and data architectures. This 

revealed a number of places where people were transforming and re-keying information from one 

system into another. The project team then identified 10 “big rocks” that, when addressed, would result 

in tangible business value. 

                                                 
3
 See: http://www.cimdata.com/en/resources/complimentary-reports-research/commentaries/item/7539-aras-announces-

recent-wins-highlight 
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Ingalls has highly demanding visualization needs that required capabilities beyond what Aras Innovator 

includes natively, and so they worked with ShipConstructor to integrate Aras with the ShipConstructor 

design tool and with Autodesk Navisworks. The team was able to release the initial implementation of 

this integration in ten months, which was faster than expected. 

Ingalls has now accelerated the pace of implementation, releasing six additional sets of capabilities 

within the last year. They are now adopting a common process for engineering, planning, and materials 

across the shipyard, and are integrating Aras Innovator with AVEVA MARS ERP to enable this. Ingalls 

is now beginning the process of retiring a series of legacy IT tools, and expects to save millions of 

dollars from this effort. 

Systems of Systems from a PLM Legend  

Professor Dr.-Ing. Martin Eigner, Chair of Virtual Product Engineering (VPE) at the Technical 

University of Kaiserslautern, and founder of Eigner+Partner, an early PLM solution provider that is now 

a part of Oracle, delivered a presentation entitled “System Lifecycle Management as a Bimodal IT 

Approach.” Dr. Eigner covered a lot of ground in this presentation. Key points included: 

 PLM needs to evolve to a systems lifecycle model that supports hierarchical structures such as 

traditional BOMs, as well as linear and network structures that are common in electronics and 

software products based on the cloud. 

 The split of engineering processes between a lightweight backbone, PDM, and intelligent 

authoring systems with embedded data management is driving the need for a bimodal approach 

 New methods of presentation such as using a graph based visualizations are critical to supporting 

today’s products. 

The net result is Dr. Eigner feels this is the only way forward to support the ever-growing product 

complexity and he also claimed the total cost of operations within this environment will be 20% to 30% 

less expensive. 

Conclusion 

The Aras ACE 2017 conference was exciting. Aras has a swagger based on their growth and recent big 

wins in the PLM industry. While originally dismissive, their competition is starting to pay attention to 

Aras, and CIMdata is receiving a lot of inquiries about what Aras is doing, both from competitors and 

industrial companies. As it grows its customer base and scope of its solutions, Aras will have its work 

cut out for it to maintain its competitive position. 

Aras has had a platform approach from its inception. The benefits of staying focused on expanding by 

building on a platform are apparent. They have developed a broad, deep product offering that solves 

hard problems such as complex configuration management and BOM transformation. Both long-term 

and new customers spoke highly of Aras’ customer support, and partners validated Aras’ claims about 

being an easy to use platform for PLM solution development. CIMdata is impressed with Aras’ new 

solutions and the positioning they are doing with the platform. 

For people who’ve been around PLM for a while, seeing Mr. Affuso join the board speaks very loudly 

and is sure to open doors at prospects around the globe. Thought-leader Dr. Martin Eigner’s research 

gave us all a peek as to where PLM needs to evolve. The future looks promising for PLM and for Aras. 

About CIMdata 
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CIMdata, an independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize an 

enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM). CIMdata provides world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-

practice methods on PLM. CIMdata also offers research, subscription services, publications, and 

education through international conferences. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website 

at http://www.CIMdata.com or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48108, 

USA. Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV Weert, The 

Netherlands. Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 

Click here to return to Contents 

DMDII’s CTO, Brench Boden, to kick-off CIMdata’s Product & Manufacturing Innovation 

Workshop 

27 April 2017 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm, announces 

that Mr. Brench Boden, Chief Technology Officer for the Digital Manufacturing and Design Innovation 

Institute (DMDII) and a Senior Engineer at the Air Force Research Laboratory, will make a keynote 

presentation at CIMdata’s Product & Manufacturing Innovation Driven by Digital Design & Simulation: 

Challenges, Strategies & Best Practices for Business Success Workshop. The workshop will take place 

at the UI LABS Innovation Center, home to DMDII, in Chicago, Illinois, on June 6 and 7. 

The Department of Defense (DoD) /Air Force vision of the Digital Thread is to enable a next generation, 

model-driven process for the innovative development, manufacturing, and sustainment of complex 

cyber-physical weapons systems. In his keynote address, “The Digital Thread Revolution: From Digital 

Artifacts to Model-Centric Engineering and Beyond,” Mr. Boden will highlight the challenges and 

opportunities in implementing the Digital Thread across the DoD and industry organizations. The 

presentation will consider the role of new initiatives such as the Digital Twin. It will also highlight the 

activities and major programs underway by the DoD, industry, and organizations such as DMDII, to 

achieve both the long term vision, as well as a nearer term roadmap for achieving real operational and 

business impact from “connecting the Digital Thread.” Mr. Boden will make his presentation during the 

first day of the workshop. 

CIMdata’s Product & Manufacturing Innovation Driven by Digital Design & Simulation workshop, is 

the must-attend event for industrial organizations and product development solution providers interested 

in learning about model-driven engineering strategies and solutions that will enable on-going product 

and manufacturing innovation to create competitive advantage, minimize total lifecycle costs, and drive 

top line revenue growth. It will provide attendees with independent experiences from industrial 

companies and a collaborative networking environment where ideas, trends, experiences, and critical 

relationships germinate and take root. 

In this one and a half-day workshop the following topics will be explored: 

The digital thread revolution 

Establishing an industry-wide consensus for design data exchange 

Computer-aided innovation tools 

Model-based design 

http://www.cimdata.com/
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Model-based definition 

Design and simulation challenges in advanced manufacturing 

Solving big engineering challenges with collaborative innovation 

System modeling, simulation, and interoperability – the view from an end-user 

Simulation led innovation 

Opportunities and challenges when implementing system modeling and simulation capabilities for 

MBSE 

Collaboration standards for model-based engineering 

Application use cases, technology challenges, and ROI justification for investing in digital twins 

Organizational and people issues to consider when implementing MBSE 

CIMdata’s thought-leadership team of Don Tolle, Dr. Keith Meintjes, Dr. Ken Versprille, Dr. Suna 

Polat, and Frank Popielas, will be on hand to facilitate the workshop and associated discussions. 

For more information visit http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/knowledge-council-workshops/joint-

kc-workshop-2017 

 

About Brench Boden 

Brench Boden is Chief Technology Officer for the Digital Manufacturing and Design Innovation 

Institute, and leads the Advanced Manufacturing Enterprise technical area in the Air Force 

Manufacturing Technology Program. His responsibilities include strategic planning, technology road 

mapping, and program development across a diverse technical spectrum that includes information 

integration tools and standards, modeling and simulation, factory automation, design analysis tools, and 

supply chain management. He also serves as a special technical advisor to the Deputy Director of 

Engineering to drive digital thread and agile manufacturing practice across Air Force Materiel 

Command. 

About CIMdata 

CIMdata, a leading independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize 

an enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions. Since its founding in 1983, CIMdata has delivered 

world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-practice methods on PLM solutions. These solutions 

incorporate both business processes and a wide-ranging set of PLM-enabling technologies. 

CIMdata works with both industrial organizations and providers of technologies and services seeking 

competitive advantage in the global economy. In addition to consulting, CIMdata conducts research, 

provides PLM-focused subscription services, and produces several commercial publications. The 

company also provides industry education through PLM certificate programs, seminars, and conferences 

worldwide. CIMdata serves clients around the world from offices in North America, Europe, and Asia- 

Pacific. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website at www.CIMdata.com, follow us on 

Twitter: http://twitter.com/CIMdataPLMNews, or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann 

Arbor, MI 48108, USA; Tel: +1 734.668.9922; Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV 

Weert, The Netherlands; Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 

http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/knowledge-council-workshops/joint-kc-workshop-2017
http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/knowledge-council-workshops/joint-kc-workshop-2017
file:///C:/Users/Owner/Documents/Press%20Releases/www.CIMdata.com
http://twitter.com/CIMdataPLMNews
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Oracle’s Cloud Strategy 

28 April 2017 

CIMdata's Vice President of Research, Stan Przybylinski, recently sat down with Oracle's Vice President 

for PLM Products, John Kelley, so that he could learn more about Oracle's cloud strategy. Among the 

topics on the table for discussion were:  

 

 What is the level of Oracle’s commitment to the cloud? 

 What about the ecosystem of infrastructure, applications, and other partners that are part of your 

offerings? 

 How does your solution and its go-to-market address the issues raised by your customers and 

prospects? 

 Can you provide any Information on your installed base to date? 

 How are your offerings going to evolve in the short to medium term? 

 

Learn the answers to these questions and more in the full blog post available at: 

http://www.cimdata.com/en/resources/cimdata-blog/item/8004-oracle-s-cloud-strategy-an-interview-

with-john-kelley 

Click here to return to Contents 

Vehicle Lightweighting – A Triumph of Up-Front Engineering Optimization 

26 April 2017 

A recent review of the new Chevy Equinox SUV in the Detroit Free Press commented that, “Chevrolet 

has been performing magic lately, making hundreds of pounds of vehicles’ weight disappear without 

reducing their comfort or features. The ★★★★ 2018 Equinox compact SUV may be its best trick yet. 

The new Equinox shed 400 pounds and 4.7 inches versus its predecessor.” Taking 400 pounds out of a 

mass-market vehicle like the Equinox is an incredible achievement. Even more so, since the 

performance metrics of the previous vehicle are being equaled or exceeded. 

 

This story is being repeated over and over and will be continued at CIMdata’s workshop on Product and 

Manufacturing Innovation in Chicago on June 6-7. Learn more at: 

http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/knowledge-council-workshops/joint-kc-workshop-2017 

 

Read the full blog post at http://www.cimdata.com/en/resources/cimdata-blog/item/7904-vehicle-

lightweighting-a-triumph-of-up-front-engineering-optimization 

Click here to return to Contents 

http://www.cimdata.com/en/resources/cimdata-blog/item/8004-oracle-s-cloud-strategy-an-interview-with-john-kelley
http://www.cimdata.com/en/resources/cimdata-blog/item/8004-oracle-s-cloud-strategy-an-interview-with-john-kelley
http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/knowledge-council-workshops/joint-kc-workshop-2017
http://www.cimdata.com/en/resources/cimdata-blog/item/7904-vehicle-lightweighting-a-triumph-of-up-front-engineering-optimization
http://www.cimdata.com/en/resources/cimdata-blog/item/7904-vehicle-lightweighting-a-triumph-of-up-front-engineering-optimization
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Acquisitions 

Completion of Hexagon's Acquisition of MSC Software 

26 April 2017 

Hexagon AB today announced the completion of the previously announced acquisition of MSC 

Software ("MSC"). Completion of the transaction was subject to regulatory approvals and other 

customary conditions, which have now been obtained. 

The acquisition strengthens Hexagon's ability to connect the traditionally separate stages of design and 

production – integrating real-world data generated on the production floor with simulation data to 

further improve a customer's ability to reveal and correct design limitations and production problems 

prior to manufacturing. 

MSC has over 1,200 highly-skilled professionals in 20 countries. Its strong brand and reputation in 

industries such as automotive, aerospace and electronics spans more than 50 years. 

MSC will be a fully owned subsidiary of Hexagon and operate under the division Manufacturing 

Intelligence. 

Click here to return to Contents 

IMAGINiT Technologies Acquires Advanced Technologies Solutions 

20 April 2017 

Rand Worldwide announces that its IMAGINiT Technologies division has acquired Advanced 

Technologies Solutions (ATSI), an Autodesk Gold Partner headquartered in Jacksonville, Florida. 

“ATSI is a great addition to our presence in the Southeastern US and we are excited to carry on the 

tradition of providing great customer service that has been the hallmark of ATSI over the years,” says 

Larry Rychlak, president and chief executive officer of Rand Worldwide. “We have been providing 

solutions to customers in this region for many years and look forward to sharing the depth and breadth 

of our experience with ATSI’s customers and to being an active member of the Jacksonville business 

community.” 

“ATSI’s customer first approach has been the foundation of our long-lasting business relationships and I 

am sure that our customers will see many enhanced benefits through their relationship with 

IMAGINiT,” says Aaron Wood, president of ATSI. “It was very important to me to find a partner like 

IMAGINiT that offers such a broad range of software and services solutions but still understands the 

needs of each local market in which it operates.” 

IMAGINiT is an Autodesk Platinum Partner with more than 40 offices and 200 sales and technical 

professionals throughout the US and Canada. ATSI’s customers become part of a growing subscriber 

base that now has access to a wide network of technical experts in architecture, engineering, 

construction and manufacturing. IMAGINiT’s customers benefit from software recommendations, 

implementation, consulting and training as well as industry leading insights via 

IMAGINiT’s ProductivityNOW knowledge base. Subscribers also have complimentary access to 

software installation support and downloadable, time-saving productivity Utilities for Autodesk 

Revit, Autodesk AutoCAD Civil 3D and Autodesk Vault Client software. 

http://www.rand.com/?utm_source=dynamic&utm_medium=press-release&utm_campaign=atsi
http://www.imaginit.com/?utm_source=dynamic&utm_medium=press-release&utm_campaign=atsi
https://portal.imaginit.com/?utm_source=dynamic&utm_medium=press-release&utm_campaign=atsi
http://www.imaginit.com/software/imaginit-utilities-other-products/utilities-for-revit?utm_source=dynamic&utm_medium=press-release&utm_campaign=atsi
http://www.imaginit.com/software/imaginit-utilities-other-products/utilities-for-revit?utm_source=dynamic&utm_medium=press-release&utm_campaign=atsi
http://www.imaginit.com/software/imaginit-utilities-other-products/utilities-for-civil-3d?utm_source=dynamic&utm_medium=press-release&utm_campaign=atsi
http://www.imaginit.com/software/imaginit-utilities-other-products/utilities-for-vault-client?utm_source=dynamic&utm_medium=press-release&utm_campaign=atsi
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Infor to Acquire Birst 

25 April 2017 

Infor today announced it has reached an agreement to acquire Birst, Inc., a pioneer of cloud-native, 

business intelligence (BI), analytics, and data visualization. Birst is a unique, comprehensive platform 

for sourcing, refining, and presenting standardized data insights at scale to drive business decisions. 

The Birst business intelligence platform connects the entire enterprise through a network of virtualized 

BI instances on-top of a shared common analytical fabric. Birst spans ETL (extract, transform, and 

load), operational reports, dashboards, semantic understanding, visualization, smart discovery, and data 

blending to form a rich, simplified end-to-end BI suite in the cloud.  

Birst received among the four highest scores in four of the five use cases assessed in the 2017 Gartner 

Critical Capabilities for Business Intelligence and Analytics Platforms report, which examined products 

from 26 vendors, published March 2. Birst scored highest for the OEM or Embedded BI (4.15 out of 5) 

and Extranet Deployment (4.18 out of 5) use cases. It received the third-highest score in the Agile 

Centralized BI Provisioning (3.80 out of 5) use case, and it received the fourth-highest score in the 

Governed Data Discovery (3.59 out of 5) use case. 

"The founders of Birst have a deep BI pedigree. This is much of the same team that built Siebel Systems 

BI, which is now Oracle's BI stack. They put the band back together, pivoted to the cloud, and built a 

modern BI platform with an understanding of future needs, experience with a wide variety of use cases, 

and commitment to the cloud," said Charles Phillips, CEO of Infor. "Now is the time to converge this 

cloud native BI platform with the world's first industry cloud company. We're going to define the next 

generation of analytical applications." 

Over the last six years Infor has built one of the largest cloud companies in the world with 65 million 

users in more than 100 countries. An investment of nearly $3 billion in research and development to re-

engineer industry specific applications for the cloud has generated double digit growth in cloud 

subscriptions. With a critical mass of cloud subscribers and petabytes of mission critical data in the 

cloud, Birst provides Infor a single, elegant platform for to render insights, discovery, correlations, and 

predictive analytics in a highly consumable user interface. 

 "Infor is the perfect home for Birst, providing the global scale and resources to accelerate our short-

term growth and also a common long-term vision for the future of data-driven businesses using 

advanced business intelligence, artificial intelligence, and machine learning," said Brad Peters, chairman 

and chief product officer at Birst. 

Enterprise data is complicated, federated, and inconsistent. Birst has strong data aggregation capabilities 

including a networked semantic layer to standardize definitions across federated data sources. The 

company's Automated Data Refinement leverages intelligent unification technologies that can both map 

and model data from multiple different sources to define metrics once across all data repositories. 

Customers running multiple ERP systems have asked Infor to build the enterprise analytic layer across 

the reality of a federated environment. ERP application companies rarely have the expertise or interest to 

build this aggregation layer. The business value is the ability to provide greater insights and correlations 

across functional domains. 

BI companies provide the analytics platform but don't understand industry processes and potential 
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insights. Application companies understand the processes and industries but have lacked the platform to 

render data and analytics. Infor and Birst represent the convergence of these worlds.  Large application 

companies end up acquiring BI products based on customer demand. Timing and fate allowed Infor to 

acquire a modern cloud BI platform as opposed to the legacy client sever BI products in use at legacy 

ERP companies. Last mile industry features have met last mile analytics. 

Infor has also made significant investments and delivered a world-class analytical applications platform 

for budgeting, planning, and consolidations applications as well as a robust sales & operations planning 

suite. The Birst platform complements and further strengthens these best-in-class applications. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Company News 

Airbus, Dassault Systèmes Commemorate Site Openings at Wichita State 

27 April 2017 

Grand opening events for Airbus and Dassault Systèmes sites at Wichita State University were held 

Thursday, April 27, commemorating the official residency of the global corporations on Wichita State’s 

Innovation Campus development. 

Wichita State President John Bardo said, “This is the beginning of a new era at Wichita State University 

– an opportunity for students to work alongside experienced professionals, gaining knowledge about the 

tools and processes used by industry. We see these partnerships as a model for future partnerships in 

areas such as business, education, health professions, arts and sciences.” 

“Higher education institutions like Wichita State University play an absolutely critical role in economic 

development,” said Dennis Alvord, deputy assistant secretary for regional affairs for the U.S. Economic 

Development Administration (EDA). “EDA is proud of our strong partnership with WSU; a partnership 

that has led to $10 million in EDA investment to help establish the impressive Innovation Campus that 

today is attracting world-class companies to the region and playing a critical role in training the next 

generation of workers to compete for advanced manufacturing and other in-demand jobs.” 

As WSU Innovation Campus partners, Airbus Engineering and Dassault Systèmes have access to 

campus support infrastructure, including research labs, meeting facilities, education/training 

opportunities and boundless collaboration with faculty, staff, students and business entities on campus. 

Airbus Americas: Applied Learning & Innovation 

These advantages were key to the decision to move the Airbus Americas Wichita Engineering Center to 

WSU’s Innovation Campus in early 2017. Airbus’ two-story, 90,000-square-foot building houses 300 

employees working on all Airbus commercial aircraft products, including significant design work on the 

next-generation A350 XWB. 

Airbus also collaborates with Wichita State to take full advantage of the university's applied learning 

model, which engages students in real-world engineering projects, helps develop critical engineering 

skills, and provides students with experience, while also boosting Airbus' competitiveness. 

“Wichita’s talent pool of aerospace and aviation experts is among the richest in the world,” said John 

O’Leary, Vice President-Airbus Americas Engineering. “The aviation expertise here is recognized 

within Airbus and around the world. The Innovation Campus is only going to help Wichita’s expertise 
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grow.” 

Since its inception, Airbus has played a pioneering role in the international air transport industry’s 

evolution. This trend will continue over the coming decades, as Airbus leverages innovative solutions to 

accelerate the application of new ideas and technologies to improve the economic efficiency and 

environmental performance of commercial aviation. 

Dassault Systèmes: The Future of Advanced Product Development and Manufacturing 

Dassault Systèmes, the 3DEXPERIENCE Company, world leader in 3D design software, 3D Digital 

Mock Up and Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions, will engage the technology and staff in 

the new 3DEXPERIENCE Center to advance the use of new technologies such as additive 

manufacturing that will shape the future of the manufacturing industry. 

The 3DEXPERIENCE Center, a unique partnership between Wichita State’s National Institute for 

Aviation Research (NIAR) and Dassault Systèmes, first announced in 2015, brings together students, 

researchers and industry, using the Dassault Systèmes 3DEXPERIENCE platform and industry solution 

experiences to enable 3D advanced product development, virtual simulation, and next generation 

manufacturing. 

“Our partnership with Wichita State University is a model for how public institutions and businesses can 

work together for the advancement of new technologies,” said Michel Tellier, vice president, aerospace 

and defense industry, Dassault Systèmes. “Our new 3DEXPERIENCE Center is going to help 

businesses solve today’s problems while training the workforce of tomorrow. The advanced 

manufacturing techniques, new materials research and 3D simulation innovations that are unveiled in 

this new facility will have an immediate impact on the aerospace industry, and will also be applicable to 

countless other industries across the world.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Dassault Systèmes and Sogeti High Tech to Partner in Accelerating Industry Adoption of Additive 

Manufacturing 

28 April 2017 

Dassault Systèmes and Sogeti High Tech, a subsidiary of Capgemini Group dedicated to industrial 

engineering and technological innovation, today announced that they have entered into negotiations to 

sign an additive manufacturing project development and management alliance partnership.  The 

prospective alliance partnership will provide companies in aerospace and defense, energy, transportation 

and other industries with integrated solutions to explore and implement the use of additive 

manufacturing in industrial applications. 

Sogeti High Tech would leverage Dassault Systèmes’ 3DEXPERIENCE platform for additive 

manufacturing to deliver consulting, engineering services, integration and deployment services to 

customers worldwide.  The 3DEXPERIENCE platform for additive manufacturing addresses the end-to-

end process of upstream material design, downstream manufacturing processes and testing, to provide a 

single flow of data for engineering parameters.  These parameters include material science, functional 

specification, generative design, 3D printing optimization, multi-robotic production and certification. 

Global companies are increasingly examining the potential of additive manufacturing in their industrial 

environments to move beyond the making of prototypes and short manufacturing runs with scalable, 

globally-deployed projects that enhance value creation.  Digital continuity linking design, engineering, 
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prototyping, testing and additive manufacturing enables companies to cost-effectively improve product 

strength, weight, flexibility and performance, to shorten production lead times, and to accelerate the 

prototyping and R&D design validation process, with quality, repeatability and security at each phase. 

“Our forthcoming alliance partnership with Dassault Systèmes will bring a disruptive offering of 

technologies, knowledge, methods, processes, support, services and workforce training to business needs 

in the digital manufacturing era,” said Jean-Pierre Petit, CEO, Sogeti High Tech.  “By leveraging each 

company’s core capabilities, we can help customers to integrate the necessary manufacturing 

requirements from the early stages of design and make additive manufacturing accessible at an industrial 

level.”  

“Digital experience is at the core of the transformation in manufacturing in which companies are taking 

advantage of emerging machines, materials and processes, and freeing themselves of traditional 

manufacturing constraints,” said Laurent Blanchard, Executive Vice President, Global Field Operations 

(EMEAR), Worldwide Alliances and Services, Dassault Systèmes.  “Sogeti High Tech has been a 

system integration alliance partner of Dassault Systèmes since 2008.  Our planned expanded 

collaboration extends digital solutions to companies looking to experience new performance and 

innovation milestones.  The proposed new alliance partnership would also reinforce Dassault Systèmes’ 

overall commitment to helping clients digitally transform their business on a global basis through 

stronger consulting and systems integration alliances.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Deloitte Digital Honored as MuleSoft Global and North American Partner of the Year 

27 April 2017 

Deloitte Digital announced last week it has been named both 2017 Global Partner of the Year, and 2017 

Partner of the Year, Americas, by MuleSoft, provider of a leading platform for building application 

networks. Deloitte Digital was recognized for driving high-impact business outcomes for customers. The 

winners of the annual MuleSoft Partner Awards were recognized at CONNECT 2017, the premier 

integration conference for CIOs, IT leaders and developers to discuss how application networks are 

enabling businesses agility and innovation. 

Leading organizations in the MuleSoft Partner Program, like Deloitte Digital, provide consulting and 

hybrid integration services for MuleSoft's Anypoint Platform, a leading solution for API-led 

connectivity that creates an application network of apps, data and devices, both on-premises and in the 

cloud. With Anypoint Platform, organizations can unlock new revenue channels, improve customer 

experiences and drive innovation. 

"Partners play an integral role in helping organizations rethink their IT strategy and implement an API-

led approach that gives them the agility and speed to achieve their business goals faster. Deloitte Digital 

has gone above and beyond to deliver exceptional results to our mutual customers," said Brent Hayward, 

senior vice president of global channels and alliances, MuleSoft. "We're pleased to recognize Deloitte 

Digital as both our Global Partner of the Year and Partner of the Year in the Americas, and we look 

forward to continuing our work together to make digital transformation a reality." 

"This recognition by MuleSoft is a testament to the tremendous achievements made possible by a strong 

alliance between the Deloitte Digital and the MuleSoft teams around the world," said Bill Briggs, chief 

technology officer and managing director, Deloitte Consulting LLP. "Together, we are deeply 

committed to helping our customers evolve and succeed in the API-driven enterprise." 
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Deloitte Hungary Names New CEO 

24 April 2017 

András Fülöp has been appointed CEO of Deloitte Hungary, taking effect on June 1, replacing Gábor 

Gion in the position. 

“The most important task we are facing is to add more - even if surprising - products next to the 

traditional big four in the Hungarian market,” said Fülöp. “Successful Hungarian solutions need to be 

taken to international markets. To mention a few, Deloitte is the second biggest digital agency in the 

world, and hundreds of our colleagues are working on developing blockchain solutions. In Central 

Europe, Deloitte Legal is one of the biggest law firms, and one of our most successful and fastest-

growing EMEA-level IT security counselor centers is in Budapest,” he added. 

Gion ran the Budapest office for more than eight years. Under his lead, the initial staff numbers of 

around 300 had almost doubled by 2017. Gion will focus on the relationship with the government of 

Hungary and continue working as head of the EMEA region. Balázs Mérth takes over Fülöpʼs former 

position. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Infosys Expands Footprint in Eastern Europe - Opens Delivery Center in Croatia 

24 April 2017 

Infosys today announced it is strengthening its engineering footprint in Eastern Europe by opening its 

first office and delivery center (DC) in Karlovac, Croatia. 

In line with the company's strategy to establish global competency centers, offering the best talent in the 

market and making it available to customers globally, this DC also marks our expansion into Eastern 

Europe's established heavy engineering sector. The new facility will meet near-shoring requirements, 

support engineering clients worldwide, as well as offer R&D services. 

Speaking at the opening ceremony, the Secretary of State, Mario Antonić, emphasised how Infosys' 

strategy to enhance its footprint in the region's established engineering sector is a testament to the local 

expertise, and by bringing this to organisations across the globe, Infosys DC will also contribute to the 

growth of research and development activities in Croatia. 

Ravi Kumar S., President and Deputy Chief Operating Officer, Infosys, said, "As part of our strategy to 

increase geo capabilities, the Karlovac delivery center will deliver value to our global clients, 

specifically in the Nordics. The focus will be on consolidating consulting, IT and engineering skills in 

the areas of power generation, design and development of large gas and steam turbines, digital solutions 

for service and maintenance, and development of advanced engineering software tools. As we continue 

to invest in developing global competency centers, tapping local talent and scaling those centers, we will 

be looking to partner with local academic institutions, co-innovate with clients and nurture a partner 

ecosystem to help develop skilled workforce that will deliver next-generation services." 

The Karlovac facility in Croatia is the latest location across 16 regions in Europe which Infosys has 

opened as part of its ongoing commitment to client servicing and local job creation. 
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PTC Accelerates Subscription Business Model in Select Regions 

19 April 2017 

PTC today announced that, based on customer adoption of its subscription licensing model, 

effective January 1, 2018, new software licenses for its core solutions and ThingWorx platform will be 

available only by subscription in the Americas and Western Europe. Customers in these regions may 

continue to use their existing perpetual licenses and renew support on active licenses. For customers 

outside of the Americas and Western Europe, PTC plans to continue offering both perpetual and 

subscription licenses after January 1, 2018, while continuing to analyze subscription adoption trends in 

those regions. 

"Customer adoption of our subscription offerings in the Americas and Western Europe has been so 

positive that we are accelerating our evolution to a subscription-only business in those regions," said Jim 

Heppelmann, president and CEO, PTC. "In our most recent quarter, over 75% of new software bookings 

were sold as subscription in the Americas and Western Europe, again validating the value customers 

ascribe to consuming enterprise software as a subscription." 

Customers purchasing subscriptions benefit from PTC's faster innovation cycles, a shared commitment 

to success, cloud deployment options, and increased flexibility with lower upfront costs. In addition, 

PTC will offer additional incentive programs to enable customers to convert existing perpetual licenses 

to subscription, affording them access to all the benefits of the subscription model across their entire 

PTC software footprint. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Schneider Electric and Accenture build a digital services factory to speed development of industrial 

IoT solutions and services 

28 April 2017 

Schneider Electric and Accenture have completed the development of the Schneider Electric Digital 

Services Factory, a ‘virtual’ factory that enables Schneider Electric, the global specialist in energy 

management and automation, to rapidly build and scale new offerings in areas such as predictive 

maintenance, asset monitoring and energy optimisation. 

Staffed with professionals from Schneider Electric and Accenture, the Digital Factory gathers data from 

the millions of connected assets across Schneider Electric’s infrastructure and customer sites to speed 

the development of new services, from ideation to industrialisation and market launch. 

The collaboration is part of a five-year contract that Schneider Electric awarded to Accenture in January 

2016 to support the ongoing roll-out of Industrial internet of things (IoT)-enabled solutions and digital 

services. 

The Digital Factory provides a range of services, including generating and incubating new ideas, 

designing and testing potential offerings, and deploying and scaling solutions, as well as providing the 

analytics and IoT capabilities to accelerate development of the new services. 

Having helped develop the Digital Factory through strategic and technical consulting and change 

management services, Accenture is providing a range of services around innovative ideation and 
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customer-centric solution development, business model development and analytics, and the “New 

Digital Service Lifecycle,” which combines customer analytics with agile, iterative service development 

and delivery. 

“We are driving the digitisation of our businesses, and the Digital Factory will significantly speed up our 

efforts,” said Cyril Perducat, Executive Vice President IoT & Digital Transformation at Schneider 

Electric. “With new capabilities like analytics, design thinking, rapid service prototyping and iteration, 

we are now able to bring new services to market much, much faster.” 

Accenture research shows that while industrial manufacturers believe that digital technologies are vital 

for their future, they risk losing market share and profits because their levels of digital adoption and their 

ability to innovate is low. Two-thirds of industrial companies that Accenture surveyed said they are 

feeling the impact of digital disruption, but half of them are not yet comprehensively investing in this 

area as part of their overall business strategy. 

“Schneider Electric is aiming to cut the time from product ideation to market by 80 percent,” said 

Karim Chaabouni, a managing director in Accenture’s Industrial practice. “They want to deliver 

innovation at every level – from connected products to network edge control to analytics, apps and 

services. With Accenture’s help and the new factory, they will be able to that.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

SDC Systems Partners With Intland Software to Introduce Leading German ALM to UK Market 

28 April 2017 

On Tuesday, April 4th, Reading, UK-based SDC Systems Ltd. announced their strategic partnering with 

Germany's leading Application Lifecycle Management provider Intland Software to introduce the 

company's codeBeamer ALM to the UK market. Aiming to leverage the immense unfolding market 

potential for mature Application Lifecycle Management tools in safety-critical product development, 

SDC will help bring the benefits of traceability, compliance, and enhanced product quality to medical, 

automotive, avionics, and finance companies across the UK. 

Due to an increasingly stringent regulatory environment in safety-critical sectors worldwide, SDC sees 

increased interest in tools such as codeBeamer ALM that are able to assist companies in efficiently 

managing their product development lifecycles. 

As the role of software competencies expands, codeBeamer ALM provides a competitive advantage for 

companies working on safety-critical embedded software as it helps them implement mature processes, 

ensure traceability, and achieve compliance with less cost and effort. Therefore, this next generation 

ALM tool is a valuable asset for companies currently struggling with antiquated tools and insufficient 

processes. Users relying on MS Word / Excel or IBM® Rational® DOORS® in their requirements 

management understand the issues that a complex development environment can hold, where tons of 

documents are used to collaborate on, store, and manage specifications. 

codeBeamer ALM can handle requirements from start to finish in a traceable manner, all the while 

offering simple data export/import from MS Office tools and IBM DOORS for data consistency. 

With its new DOORS Bridge, codeBeamer ALM offers a native integration for the seamless importing 

and reimporting of requirements, allowing UK customers to deploy a next generation ALM platform 

without disrupting their existing processes. 

"SDC is proud to collaborate with Intland Software as the company steps into the automotive and 
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avionics/defense market across the UK. With codeBeamer ALM, we are offering a proven solution for 

Requirements Management and Application Lifecycle Management, and easy migration from any 

existing tool environment such as IBM DOORS, MS Word, MS Excel, and other widely used platforms. 

We are confident that the capabilities this next generation ALM brings can make it a game changer in 

the UK market," says Simon Wood, Sales Director, SDC Systems Ltd. 

Intland Software has a significant track record in the automotive industry in Germany and Europe with 

TIER 1 and OEM suppliers successfully using codeBeamer ALM in their development efforts. The 

company also has customers across the UK in the medical sector. 

Charlie Jarvis, the German ALM vendor's Director of Sales UK, Scandinavia, Benelux, adds, "Intland 

has a deep understading of problems regarding compliance to standards, and quality issues in the 

automotive, medical, and avionics sectors. This knowledge will now become accessible with 

codeBeamer ALM to all UK customers, ensuring they have a cost-effective solution to their compliance 

and safety problems." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Tech Mahindra Expands Relationship with Covisint to Utilize Covisint's IoT Platform to Create 

Vertical Solutions 

20 April 2017 

Covisint Corporation and Tech Mahindra today announced that Tech Mahindra will be using 

the Covisint IoT Platform to enable digital transformation solutions across a variety of IoT initiatives - 

including smart cities, and the telecommunications and automotive markets.  

Through this partnership, there will be a focused solution building and joint go-to-market efforts around: 

 Smart Cities - Diverse technologies need to be integrated to connect smart city ecosystems and 

realize the full potential of large-scale smart city initiatives.  Tech Mahindra is an early innovator 

in this evolving market. 

 Telecommunications - The vast ecosystem around telco providers brings upon many disparate 

technology stacks - that need to act as one to help realize the full benefits of connected 

initiatives.  Solutions that result from the new expansion of the Tech Mahindra and Covisint 

relationship will be aimed squarely at solving this problem. 

 Automotive - Both Tech Mahindra and Covisint have a long heritage in the Automotive space.  

The two companies will be creating solutions that will focus on the Connected Vehicle and 

Supply Chain markets.  

"We are excited to be a part of this initiative and we are confident that this collaboration will provide us 

a distinct edge with alliances and customers.  Leveraging Covisint's cloud-based platform and Tech 

Mahindra's expertise in IoT and digital transformation opens up promising vistas for us," said 

Karthikeyan Natarajan, Global Head, Engineering, IoT and Enterprise Mobility at Tech Mahindra. 

The Covisint IoT Platform - delivered as a platform-as-a-service (PaaS) at scale with global support - 

offers a complete set of capabilities required to rapidly build enterprise IoT solutions, including 

advanced identity, authentication, authorization, real-time messaging and orchestration, as well as digital 

ecosystem definition and management capabilities to facilitate secure information sharing and trusted 

interactions with the world around that connected asset.  Covisint's IoT Platform brings together a set of 

http://www.covisint.com/home
https://www.covisint.com/platform/
https://www.covisint.com/platform/
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foundational capabilities that helps businesses rapidly deliver IoT solutions supportive of digital 

transformation, including: 

 A unified data model that brings together the devices, the systems and the people that interact 

with into one coherent logical data store. 

 Dynamic security that helps businesses respond quickly and contextually to deliver better value, 

while minimizing security risk. 

 Unified messaging that brings together messaging and orchestration in both real-time and batch 

interactions to effectively digitize end-to-end business processes. 

 API-first approach for enabling agnostic and loosely coupled business service integration for 

complex transformations. 

 A microservices architecture to meet the scalability demands of billions of connected devices 

and digital businesses. 

"We couldn't be more excited about what we can achieve together with Tech Mahindra, as our 

partnership has already produced great benefits for both companies," said Joel Kremke, SVP of 

Partnerships and Alliances, Covisint.  "We believe the expanded alliance can be one of the largest in the 

IoT market, and will provide both organizations a whole new path to creating value for the market and 

for both of our customers.  Tech Mahindra are not only market leaders but are also thought leaders in all 

of the verticals that we're pursuing with them - it's an honor to be working with them." 

Click here to return to Contents 
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CollabNet Featuring DevOps Lifecycle Manager Platform at Delivery of Things World in Berlin 

24 April 2017 

CollabNet will showcase and demonstrate its CollabNet DevOps Lifecycle Manager (DLM) platform at 

Delivery of Things World in Berlin, April 24-25. 

CollabNet is a sponsor of this two-day learning and networking event at which attendees can see 

firsthand how DevOps Lifecycle Manager advances enterprise DevOps through advanced toolchain 

integration, analytics and tracking. 

"The need for efficiency and speed in the application lifecycle has driven organizations to adopt DevOps 

as a practice over the last few years," said Thomas Hooker, VP of Marketing at CollabNet. "DevOps 

emphasizes the importance of limiting technical debt by improving flow throughout the entire system of 

applications or tools. In order to achieve this, organizations must have total visibility to see bottlenecks 

and constraints in their system that may be inhibiting business value streams. Using a common interface 

to manage the tool chain—offered through CollabNet's DevOps Lifecycle Manager—creates that 

comprehensive view and ensures consistency of analytics and reporting data." 

DevOps Lifecycle Manager is a platform that provides comprehensive visibility and traceability across 

the entire software development lifecycle. It enables organizations to expedite the delivery of high-

quality applications to the market. Learn more about how DLM makes it easier to manage the people, 

processes and tools involved in software development. 
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CollabNet is a global leader in Application Lifecycle Management (ALM) and DevOps solutions. 

CollabNet has helped organizations in banking and finance as well as government organizations, harness 

the opportunity of DevOps, expand and scale their use of Agile, and vastly improve the quality and 

delivery speed of software value to their customers. The company has expanded its presence in the 

European market in recent years and has a growing office in Berlin. 

Delivery of Things World offers a number of business and strategic sessions covering topics such as 

customer experience, culture and scalability. The conference also provides technical and operational 

guidance with sessions on security, cloud solutions, continuous delivery, monitoring and more.  

Click here to return to Contents 

iBASEt Leads Smart Manufacturing Discussion at 2017 Manufacturing & Technology Conference 

25 April 2017 

iBASEt announced today the company will exhibit (booth #219) and lead Smart Manufacturing 

discussions at IndustryWeek's Manufacturing & Technology Conference, May 8-10 in Cleveland, OH. 

During the Manufacturing & Technology Conference, iBASEt will display its new Manufacturing 

Intelligence (MI) solution alongside the company's industry leading Solumina Software Suite. The 

highly-anticipated Manufacturing Intelligence display will showcase how raw data from Solumina is 

aggregated, delivering a faster, more intuitive reporting solution. With MI manufacturers can now 

interpret their data to align decision making with business performance targets. 

Co-located with the conference, Conrad Leiva, iBASEt's VP of Product Strategy and Alliances, will 

moderate at the Smart Fix Event as part of MESA International's North American Conference. MESA's 

Smart Fix Event offers attendees a forum to seek resolution to their specific manufacturing issues 

through group discussions from peers and industry experts who have shown real, quantifiable business 

value through "Smart" approaches. 

Click here to return to Contents 

OpenText Enterprise World 2017 Showcases the Future of Digital and Artificial Intelligence 

24 April 2017 

OpenText™ today announced its 2017 Enterprise World user conference. The annual event, now in its 

19th year, will be held in Toronto, Canada at the Metro Toronto Convention Centre from July 11-13, 

2017. Featuring keynote addresses from OpenText CEO and CTO Mark J. Barrenechea, OpenText 

President Steve Murphy, OpenText Executive Vice President of Engineering Muhi Majzoub and special 

guest Wayne Gretzky, the event will provide attendees with a comprehensive view of the digital and 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) trends changing businesses across the globe and the strategies, tactics, and 

tools to achieve success. 

OpenText Enterprise World 2017 delivers an entirely new experience. This year's event features four 

customized conferences with tracks to meet the individual needs of all attendees: 

 OpenText User Conference addresses specific uses and applications of the OpenText EIM 

platform, highlighting Customer Experience Management, Business Network, Enterprise 

Content Management, Business Process Management, Analytics and Discovery 
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 OpenText Industry Conference identifies and explores the specific trends impacting Financial 

Services, Life Sciences, Public Sector, Energy and Engineering industries 

 OpenText Partner and Technology Conference incorporates tracks for traditional OpenText 

partners, and a brand new symposium for innovative technology companies in their early stages 

 OpenText Educational Conference offers post-secondary and graduate students a chance to get a 

head start on their career with mentoring and technical skill sessions 

"Digital and AI allow executives to re-think business and fundamentally change go-to-market models, 

customer journeys, supply chains and how we innovate," said OpenText CEO and CTO Mark J. 

Barrenechea. "Customers need new technologies to digitize such as OpenText Release 16 and new AI 

technologies such as OpenText Magellan to automatically advance business. This is a generational shift, 

and at Enterprise World 2017, we will showcase the technologies and companies that will be the 

foundation of a digital future driven by insight." 

OpenText Enterprise World 2017 welcomes hockey legend Wayne Gretzky on stage for a Fireside Chat 

with OpenText CEO and CTO Mark Barrenechea. Gretzky is widely considered to be the greatest 

hockey player of all-time. The legendary player holds or shares 61 NHL records and is the only player in 

the history of the NHL to have his jersey number retired by all member clubs. Seven months after he 

retired, Gretzky was inducted into the Hockey Hall of Fame in Toronto, Canada, becoming the tenth and 

final player in Hockey Hall of Fame history to have the mandatory three-year waiting period for 

enshrinement waived by the Hall's board of directors. Gretzky will discuss his career and what drove 

him to success.  

OpenText Enterprise World provides a platform to interact and discuss the fourth industrial revolution 

with the organizations at the heart of it, and to help companies understand the digital and AI trends that 

will define the future of business. Attendees have an opportunity to connect with OpenText executives, 

industry thought leaders and hundreds of peers at the precipice of the revolution and gain the knowledge 

to achieve their digital future. 

Customers can also join OpenText for hands-on, interactive training sessions (July 8-10, 2017), which 

will provide detailed instruction from OpenText experts, educators, and developers on OpenText's 

solutions. 

Visit the registration and pricing page for more information about special discounts and group passes 

and to register for the event. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Financial News 

Cadence Reports First Quarter 2017 Financial Results 

24 April 2017 

Cadence Design Systems, Inc. today announced results for the first quarter 2017. 

Cadence reported first quarter 2017 revenue of $477 million, compared to revenue of $448 

million reported for the same period in 2016.  On a GAAP basis, Cadence recognized net income of $68 

million, or $0.25 per share on a diluted basis, in the first quarter of 2017, compared to net income of $51 

million, or $0.17 per share on a diluted basis, for the same period in 2016. 
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Using the non-GAAP measure defined below, net income in the first quarter of 2017 was $89 million, 

or $0.32 per share on a diluted basis, as compared to net income of $86 million, or $0.28 per share on a 

diluted basis, for the same period in 2016. 

"Consistent execution enabled Cadence to deliver strong results.  Innovation is at the heart of our 

success and we have introduced three significant new products so far in 2017:  Xcelium™ for parallel 

logic simulation, Protium™ S1 for advanced FPGA-based prototyping and Pegasus™ Verification 

System, a next generation physical verification solution," said Lip-Bu Tan, president and chief executive 

officer.  "Additionally, our digital and signoff solutions continue to proliferate with market-shaping 

customers for the most complex designs at the most advanced nodes." 

"Cadence met or exceeded its key operating metrics in the first quarter, and we are maintaining our 

outlook for the fiscal year," said Geoff Ribar, senior vice president and chief financial officer. 

Business Outlook 

For the second quarter of 2017, the company expects total revenue in the range of $470 million to $480 

million.  Second quarter GAAP net income per diluted share is expected to be in the range of $0.20 to 

$0.22.  Net income per diluted share using the non-GAAP measure defined below is expected to be in 

the range of $0.31 to $0.33. 

For 2017, the company expects total revenue in the range of $1.900 billion to $1.950 billion.  On a 

GAAP basis, net income per diluted share for 2017 is expected to be in the range of $0.93 to $1.03.  

Using the non-GAAP measure defined below, net income per diluted share for 2017 is expected to be in 

the range of $1.32 to $1.42. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Dassault Systèmes’ Reports First Quarter Revenue and EPS Ahead of its Guidance Led by 

Transportation & Mobility 

26 April 2017 

Dassault Systèmes today announced IFRS unaudited financial results for the first quarter ended March 

31, 2017. These results were reviewed by the Company's Board of Directors on April 25, 2017. 

Summary First Quarter 2017 Highlights 

(Unaudited; revenue figures in constant currencies; non-IFRS) 

 Total IFRS Revenue up 7% and Non-IFRS Revenue up 8% 

 SOLIDWORKS software revenue up 12% 

 High Growth Countries software revenue up 17% 

 Diversification Industries 32% of total software revenue 

 Cash flow from operations up 12% to €348 million 

 2017 non-IFRS financial objectives reaffirmed and upgraded for currency 

 Board of Directors proposes 13% increase in annual dividend for the 2016 fiscal year 

Click here to return to Contents 
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IBM Reports 2017 First-Quarter Results 

18 April 2017 

IBM today announced first-quarter earnings results. 

"In the first quarter, both the IBM Cloud and our cognitive solutions again grew strongly, which fueled 

robust performance in our strategic imperatives," said Ginni Rometty, IBM chairman, president and 

chief executive officer.  "In addition, we are developing and bringing to market emerging technologies 

such as blockchain and quantum, revolutionizing how enterprises will tackle complex business problems 

in the years ahead." 

"We continued to make investments in the first quarter to expand our cognitive and cloud platform and 

we increased our research and development spending," said Martin Schroeter, IBM senior vice president 

and chief financial officer.  "At the same time we returned more than $2.6 billion to shareholders 

through dividends and gross share repurchases." 

Strategic Imperatives 

First-quarter cloud revenues increased 33 percent (up 35 percent adjusting for currency) to $3.5 billion. 

 Cloud revenue over the last 12 months was $14.6 billion.  The annual exit run rate for cloud as-a-

service revenue increased to $8.6 billion from $5.4 billion in the first quarter of 2016.  Revenues from 

analytics increased 6 percent (up 7 percent adjusting for currency).  Revenues from mobile increased 20 

percent (up 22 percent adjusting for currency) and revenues from security increased 9 percent (up 10 

percent adjusting for currency). 

Full-Year 2017 Expectations 

The company continues to expect operating (non-GAAP) diluted earnings per share of at least $13.80 

and GAAP diluted earnings per share of at least $11.95.  Operating (non-GAAP) diluted earnings per 

share exclude $1.85 per share of charges for amortization of purchased intangible assets, other 

acquisition-related charges and retirement-related charges.  IBM continues to expect free cash flow to be 

relatively flat year to year. 

Cash Flow and Balance Sheet 

In the first quarter, the company generated net cash from operating activities of $4.0 billion, or $1.9 

billion excluding Global Financing receivables.  IBM’s free cash flow was $1.1 billion, down year to 

year consistent with the amount of the Japan tax refund received in the first quarter of 2016.  IBM 

returned $1.3 billion in dividends and $1.3 billion of gross share repurchases to shareholders.  At the end 

of March 2017, IBM had $3.8 billion remaining in the current share repurchase authorization. 

IBM ended the first quarter of 2017 with $10.7 billion of cash on hand.  Debt, including Global 

Financing debt of $28.5 billion, totaled $42.8 billion.  Core (non-Global Financing) debt totaled $14.3 

billion.  The balance sheet remains strong and is well positioned to support the business over the long 

term. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Lectra Q1 2017: Strong Growth in Orders, Revenues and Earnings  

27 April 2017 

Today, Lectra’s Board of Directors, chaired by André Harari, reviewed the unaudited consolidated 
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financial statements for the first quarter of 2017.  

Detailed comparisons between 2017 and 2016 are based on 2016 exchange rates (“like-for-like”) unless 

stated otherwise.  

Continuing Strong Growth in Orders for New Systems  

Orders for new systems (€32.3 million) are up €5.7 million (+22%) compared with Q1 2016. Orders for 

new CAD/CAM and PLM software licenses (€4 million) increased by 24%, those for CAD/CAM 

equipment and accompanying software (€24.6 million) by 22%, and those for training and consulting 

(€3.2 million) by 25%.  

Strong Growth in Income from Operations and Net Income – Exceptionally Strong Free Cash Flow  

Revenues (€69.5 million) are up 10% (+12% at actual exchange rates). Revenues from new systems 

sales (€31.1 million) increased by 12%, recurring revenues (€38.4 million) by 7%: +7% for recurring 

contracts, +8% for consumables and parts.  

Income from operations (€9.4 million) increased by 18% (+28% at actual exchange rates). The operating 

margin (13.5%) was up 0.9 percentage points (+1.7 percentage points at actual exchange rates). Net 

income (€6.5 million) increased €1.4 million (+27%) at actual exchange rates.  

Finally, free cash flow amounted to €13.9 million (€3.8 million in Q1 2016). 

Please click here to read the full release. 

Click here to return to Contents 

PTC Announces Second Quarter FY'17 Results 

19 April 2017 

PTC today reported financial results for the second quarter ended April 1, 2017. 

Overview 
Second quarter FY'17 GAAP revenue was $280 million; non-GAAP revenue was $281 million. We 

recorded a GAAP net loss of $1 million or $0.01per share; non-GAAP net income was $35 

million or $0.30 per share. 

"We are very pleased with our second fiscal quarter performance," said James Heppelmann, President 

and CEO, PTC. "Bookings of $95 millionand subscription mix of 71% both exceeded the high end of 

our guidance for the quarter. Bookings growth of 11% year-over-year was driven by another strong 

quarter in IoT, with new bookings growing faster than the estimated 40% market growth rate; as well as 

solid bookings results in CAD and core PLM, which both grew at or above the estimated market growth 

rates." 

Heppelmann added, "Even with the higher than guidance subscription mix in the quarter, which drove 

down reported revenue in the current period as revenue is deferred and recognized over future periods, 

revenue and non-GAAP EPS both fell within our guidance ranges. Despite the higher subscription mix, 

revenue grew year-over-year for the first time in nine quarters, evidencing that we have exited the 

subscription trough. In addition, total deferred revenue - billed and unbilled - grew $56 million over last 

quarter, and billed deferred revenue grew $117 million over last quarter." 

Heppelmann continued, "Our strong Q2 results are yet another positive step along our journey to create 

https://www.lectra.com/sites/lectra.com/files/document/lectra_pressrelease_q12017.pdf
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significant long-term value for our customers and shareholders through our transition to a subscription 

business model. Due to the success of this transition, we have separately announced today a plan to 

accelerate our transition by offering our core Solutions products and ThingWorx platform only by 

subscription in the Americas and Western Europe beginning January 1, 2018." 

To read the full release, please click here. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Wipro Releases Results for the Quarter and Year ended March 31, 2017 under IFRS   

25 April 2017 

Wipro Limited today announced financial results under International Financial Reporting Standards 

(IFRS) for its fourth quarter and year ended March 31, 2017.  

Highlights of the Results  

Results for the Year ended March 31, 2017:  

 Gross Revenues were ₹550.4 billion ($8.5 billion), an increase of 7.4% YoY.  

 Non-GAAP constant currency IT Services Segment Revenue in dollar terms grew 7.0% YoY.  

 IT Services Segment Revenue was $7,704.5 million, an increase of 4.9% YoY.  

 IT Services Segment Revenue in Rupee terms was ₹528.4 billion ($8.1 billion), an increase of 8.4% 

YoY.  

 IT Services Segment Profits3 was ₹96.1 billion ($1.5 billion), a decrease of 2.2% YoY.  

 IT Services Margins4 was 18.0% for the year.  Net Income2 was ₹84.9 billion ($1.3 billion), a 

decrease of 4.7% YoY.  

Results for the Quarter ended March 31, 2017:  

 Gross Revenues were ₹139.9 billion ($2.2 billion), an increase of 2.6% YoY.  

 Non-GAAP constant currency IT Services Segment Revenue in dollar terms grew 1.7% sequentially 

and 5.2% YoY.  

 IT Services Segment Revenue was $1,954.6 million, an increase of 2.7% sequentially and 3.9% YoY. 

 IT Services Segment Revenue in Rupee terms was ₹134.0 billion ($2.1 billion), an increase of 4.7% 

YoY.  

 IT Services Segment Profits3 was ₹25.3 billion ($390 million), an increase of 0.4% YoY.  

 IT Services Margins4 was 18.3% flat as compared to the quarter ended December 31, 2016.  

 Net Income2 was ₹22.6 billion ($349 million), an increase of 1% YoY. 

To read the rest of the release, please click here. 

Click here to return to Contents 

http://investor.ptc.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=1021931
http://www.wipro.com/documents/investors/pdf-files/IFRS-Press-Release-Q4-FY17.pdf
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Implementation Investments 

Centric Software Celebrates a Double Win with Lotto Sport and Stonefly 

27 April 2017 

Lotto Sport, a global Italian sportswear company, and Stonefly, an Italian footwear producer, have 

selected Centric Software to provide their product lifecycle management (PLM) solution.  

Lotto Sport was founded in 1973 in Treviso, Italy and is now a global name, with five sub-brands and an 

annual turnover of over €300m. The company is renowned for its passion for sport with a special focus 

on footwear and technical clothing for football and tennis. Lotto purchased a stake in Stonefly, a small 

Italian producer of comfortable sports footwear and is in the process of integrating the IT, finance and 

product development departments of both companies. 

Incorporating Stonefly into the framework of Lotto Sport presented a challenge: how to harmonize the 

information systems of both companies and make sure that the overall system was flexible enough to 

adapt to changes and share data efficiently. 

As Sebastiano Di Camillo, Head of Information Technology from Lotto explains, “Lotto had a PLM 

system in place, but Stonefly had no system at all. We used our PLM system for four years but because 

it was highly customized, it became more and more inflexible and difficult to evolve. The upcoming 

project with Stonefly gave Lotto the opportunity to review our information systems structure and look 

for a more flexible solution. As a result, we decided to change the PLM we had been using and start 

fresh with a new system across both companies.” 

Flexibility was the key requirement for the new system, says Di Camillo. 

“We chose Centric PLM because it is a highly configurable solution with no customization. There’s a 

good trade-off between cost and quality and Centric is also very user-friendly. Our team’s first 

impression of Centric was that it is a very flexible product and as we have come to know it better, we 

have found out just how easy it is to use.” 

In addition to headquarters in Treviso, Lotto has teams in France, Spain, Hong Kong, China and Taiwan. 

The company manages the design, development and manufacture of its sportswear, which is primarily 

produced by suppliers in Asia. 

With a highly international workforce, efficient communication is crucial. Sebastiano Di Camillo  

expects to see an improvement in the amount and quality of data available to users. 

“We’ll have more information, with major improvements in quality and we will have more visibility into 

costs and calendars. As the head of IT department it’s important to understand the cost of a product and 

the profitability of our business. We have a lot of people involved in developing collections and with 

Centric PLM in place, we will be able to make this more efficient with far fewer errors than in the past.” 

“As we look forward to the future with Centric Software, we believe it will be a very good partnership,” 

concludes Di Camillo. “We anticipate sharing new ideas and product developments with each new 

release of the software.” 

“Lotto Sport and Stonefly have a very important  and challenging project ahead of them as they integrate 

the information systems of both companies and we are proud to be part of it,” says Chris Groves, 

President and CEO of Centric Software. “We are thrilled to partner with them as they replace  old 

systems and establish new ways of working, and look forward to innovating with them into the future.” 
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Dassault Systèmes Adds Procter & Gamble to its List of 3DEXPERIENCE Platform Clients 

26 April 2017 

Dassault Systèmes today announced that the Procter & Gamble Company (P&G), one of the world’s 

largest consumer packaged goods companies, is using the 3DEXPERIENCE platform.  P&G is 

deploying Dassault Systèmes’ “Perfect Product” and “Perfect Package” industry solution experiences to 

connect thousands of users to data, colleagues and consumers.  This accelerates and improves the 

company’s packaging and product design, requirements management and program management. 

Consumer packaged goods is a fast-paced, competitive marketplace in which most purchase decisions 

are made in a matter of seconds.  Companies must quickly deliver new materials, formulations and 

packaging that distinguish a product in the marketplace, contribute to a strong and reliable brand image, 

and inspire consumers to make – and repeat – a purchase.  

P&G, a longtime customer of Dassault Systèmes’ design, development and simulation applications, 

manages 10 product categories and 65 brands in more than 80 countries.  The 3DEXPERIENCE 

platform helps P&G to leverage its scale with greater agility to innovate, efficiently manage and 

accelerate product programs in the context of short product lifecycles, fluctuating costs of raw materials, 

and highly variable consumer demand. 

“Our decision to upgrade our existing Dassault Systèmes’ PLM to the 3DEXPERIENCE platform is part 

of our work to digitally transform our business to support our work process digital transformation and 

drive value,” said Jean-Louis Hospitel, IT Director, P&G. “The 3DEXPERIENCE platform facilitates 

end-to-end innovation integration and improved user experience for our seamless technical community.” 

Based on the 3DEXPERIENCE platform, “Perfect Product” and “Perfect Package” are being extended 

across P&G to 18,000 users in research and development, product supply, quality and other disciplines 

to support the design and development of products.  In a global collaborative digital environment, 

project data is traceable, shareable and reusable.  Teams spend less time searching for data and have 

access to more consistent and accurate packaging and product specifications.  This streamlines processes 

and saves rework and expense.  In addition to this increased productivity, data can be exchanged easily 

with consumers to gain greater insight into trends, needs and usage.  

“The 3DEXPERIENCE platform and our industry solution experiences for consumer packaged goods 

connect people, processes and systems.  As a result, companies can reduce product development time by 

up to 20 percent,” said Philippe Loeb, Vice President, Consumer Packaged Goods & Retail Industry, 

Dassault Systèmes.  “This is a major advantage in an industry that requires bigger, better and faster 

innovation from companies that have to constantly readjust business priorities in response to changing 

consumer habits.  Discovering and delivering the next breakthrough product becomes that much more 

efficient.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Dongbu Daewoo Electronics Selects Software from Siemens to Transform Product Design 

27 April 2017 

Dongbu Daewoo Electronics, a consumer electronics manufacturer in Korea, has  
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selected NX™ software, from Siemens’ product lifecycle management (PLM) software business, to help 

develop a wider range of more efficient and eco-friendly products. Replacing its previous system with 

NX, Siemens’ flagship solution for integrated computer-aided design, manufacturing and engineering 

(CAD/CAM/CAE), Dongbu Daewoo Electronics can apply various design methods, enabling them to 

enhance competitiveness by improving design quality and shortening product development time. 

Implementing NX should also prepare the company to expand into various fields such as medical 

equipment, office devices and kitchen appliances. By expanding their electronic product portfolio, 

Dongbu Daewoo Electronics hopes to reinforce its position as a leading high-tech electronics company. 

"As a global electronics manufacturer, we are continuously expanding our product lines and require a 

design environment that enables smarter products to be launched at a faster rate,” said Seung Gab Lee, 

Chief Engineer, Technical Strategy Team of Dongbu Daewoo Electronics. “The optimized design and 

data management environment provided by Siemens PLM Software will help us transform product 

design and achieve our objective of boosting our product competitiveness for the global market." 

Replacing its legacy CAD software with NX is expected to help Dongbu Daewoo Electronics establish a 

fully integrated 3D product development process, providing seamless integration with its digital 

lifecycle management solution for efficient CAD data management. Dongbu Daewoo Electronics 

selected Siemens PLM Software, not only for its robust technology and diverse best practices, but for its 

solid technical support. 

“As products become smarter and more complex, design competitiveness leads to product 

competitiveness, making optimized design processes essential,” said Il Han, Country Manager, Siemens 

PLM Software Korea. “Based on our capabilities and experiences of deploying CAD systems in various 

industries, Siemens’ software should help Dongbu Daewoo Electronics improve design and 

development capabilities, enabling them to realize their vision of becoming a top-tier high-tech 

electronics company.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

PTC and ServiceMax Announce New Connected Field Service Deployment 

20 April 2017 

PTC and ServiceMax, a GE Digital company, today announced Varian Medical has deployed Connected 

Field Service, the first IoT-enabled field service solution available through the collaboration between 

PTC and ServiceMax. 

Connected Field Service provides remote diagnostics and contextual repair procedures for service 

technicians while automating dispatching and work orders. This enables faster, more informed services - 

and in some cases, the ability to fix machines remotely to avoid unplanned downtime. The solution, 

which was introduced in January 2016, combines PTC's ThingWorx platform with ServiceMax's field 

service management mobile suite to give technicians in the field the first solution that seamlessly 

integrates IoT data into a field service management system. 

Varian Medical joins McKinley Elevator, Medivators and Elekta, which are already experiencing the 

benefits of connecting [field] assets to the IoT, as the latest company to deploy the Connected Field 

Service solution. 

Varian Medical is the world's leading manufacturer of integrated cancer therapy systems with a network 

of 20,000 devices at 5,000 hospitals. They selected Connected Field Service to improve device 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.servicemax.com&esheet=51544120&newsitemid=20170420005759&lan=en-US&anchor=ServiceMax&index=2&md5=2e2ed525a47d3ff8c260011dc141f3c8
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.servicemax.com%2Fproducts%2Fconnected-field-service&esheet=51544120&newsitemid=20170420005759&lan=en-US&anchor=Connected+Field+Service&index=3&md5=992672e32f0292ffdef0d405dfe4cb95
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.servicemax.com%2Fpress-releases%2Fservicemax-launches-industrys-first-connected-field-service-solution&esheet=51544120&newsitemid=20170420005759&lan=en-US&anchor=was+introduced&index=4&md5=a2845352784d22c3d19d80a9363122af
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thingworx.com%2Fplatforms%2F&esheet=51544120&newsitemid=20170420005759&lan=en-US&anchor=ThingWorx+platform&index=5&md5=606e20c5d43594eaa8d987b4d6b7c8ca
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.servicemax.com%2Fproducts%2Fmobile&esheet=51544120&newsitemid=20170420005759&lan=en-US&anchor=mobile+suite&index=6&md5=6849135090ab45cddaee6b47aa7b2a19
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performance through connectivity and predictive monitoring and to improve customer satisfaction by 

reducing the frequency and duration of clients waiting for service support. 

"Our focus is to deliver the highest value to our customers through more effective and more proactive 

service," said Todd Lauer, product support engineering, Varian Medical. "By connecting our devices to 

the IoT, we are able to execute service proactively and reduce the number of technician visits per year, 

per device." 

"The digital transformation companies are undergoing is not only completely reshaping the customer 

experience, but is also putting field service at the center of it all," said Athani Krishna, co-founder and 

chief strategy officer, ServiceMax. "Asset uptime is so crucial in the medical device space, and the 

stakes are higher than ever for getting service right. Integrating connected devices with the service 

process can lead to better outcomes, happier customers, and more predictable business models for 

companies that deploy it." 

"Together with ServiceMax, we've been able to architect technology solutions that demonstrate real 

business results that focus on customer needs," said Michael Anderson, senior director, SLM solution 

management, PTC. "We are pleased to be supporting Varian Medical in their connected service 

journey." 

In addition to the collaboration with ServiceMax for Connected Field Service, PTC and GE Digital 

announced plans this past November to expand their strategic alliance to bring integrated Industrial 

Internet of Things solutions to market. The companies are exploring ‘ThingWorx for Predix' — a 

technology suite that will make it easier for joint customers to use ThingWorx to develop custom 

applications that run on Predix, GE's Industrial Internet operating system. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Wintersteiger to Standardize on Siemens PLM Software to Streamline Product Development 

25 April 2017 

Wintersteiger, a specialist machinery manufacturing company in Austria, has selected Siemens as its 

exclusive product lifecycle management (PLM) software supplier in support of its digitalization efforts. 

Wintersteiger will replace its existing heterogeneous portfolio of software systems for product data 

management with Siemens’ Teamcenter® portfolio. In addition, Wintersteiger plans to migrate all its 

existing design and development systems to NX™ software, Siemens’ flagship solution for integrated 

computer-aided design, manufacturing and engineering (CAD/CAM/CAE). By integrating its product 

development software with the new Teamcenter® platform, Wintersteiger product development 

designers and engineers will be able to collaborate more efficiently and directly, even across the various 

divisions and subsidiaries in the group. 

“First and foremost, we expect greatly improved synergies between our development departments, and 

we are confident that the new Siemens software will meet our expectations,” says Christian Rauscher, 

CTO at Wintersteiger AG. “The deeply integrated Siemens portfolio will empower our design engineers. 

It will create a broad base for their combined knowledge and experience on which they will be able to 

efficiently and flexibly develop new products bound to be successful in their various markets.” 

Introduction of the PLM software began this quarter at Wintersteiger headquarters, where Siemens and 

Wintersteiger are working jointly to tailor the solution to meet the needs of Wintersteiger’s diverse 

business segments. Wintersteiger produces machinery for industries such as service and rental solutions 
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for the entire ski and snowboard sport, wood technology, seed mechanics, metals and automation. In a 

second step, Teamcenter will be rolled out to the entire Wintersteiger group, covering Wintersteiger AG 

and VAP Gruber Automations GmbH in Austria as well as Wintersteiger Sägen GmbH and Kohler 

Maschinenbau GmbH in Germany. Implementing Teamcenter and NX across the entire group provides a 

scalable, flexible digital enterprise solution for mechanical design which will be adapted to changing 

requirements. Using a single, comprehensive platform will prepare Wintersteiger to quickly and 

efficiently adapt to future challenges across all industries. 

“For companies building machinery at the threshold of Industry 4.0, rapidly changing requirements are 

the norm rather than the exception,” said Hermann Kaineder, Country Manager Austria, Siemens PLM 

Software. “Solutions that allow users to master new challenges collaboratively, and therefore quickly 

and simply, will help companies meet these future needs. We are proud that Wintersteiger decided in 

favor of Siemens PLM Software to boost their group-wide digitalization strategy using NX and 

Teamcenter.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Product News 

Autodesk Authorized Publisher Announces Autodesk 2018 Courseware Roadmap 

24 April 2017 

Rand Worldwide today announced that its courseware division, ASCENT – Center for Technical 

Knowledge, a member of the Autodesk Authorized Publisher Program, has released 21 updated training 

guides for Autodesk 2018 software. ASCENT’s complete Autodesk 2018 Courseware Roadmap will 

include the release of 72 titles. Newly released titles are available in both print and eBook formats 

through ASCENT’s online store at ASCENTeStore.com, and in print at Amazon.com. 

The 2018 courseware line-up from ASCENT includes two brand-new titles: Navisworks in a BIM 

Workflow, and Autodesk Revit Fundamentals for Landscape Architecture. Also new this year are 

several shorter Inventor courseware titles extracted from the broader advanced titles to offer learning 

resources focused on key functional areas of the software. 

"As an Autodesk Authorized Developer and Publisher, our team strives to meet the learning needs of 

Autodesk software end-users as well as those delivering training to the user community," says Paul 

Burden, director of product development for ASCENT. "We are proud each year to have numerous core 

titles available with the first customer availability of software such as AutoCAD, Inventor, and Revit to 

assist trainers and early adopters of the new software releases. The introduction of the two new titles for 

Navisworks and Revit were also developed in direct response to feedback from our customers.”   

ASCENT offers learning resources for self-paced learning, instructor-led training, and on-the-job 

reference. ASCENT also offers Video-Enhanced eBooks, Instructor Tools, Official Certification 

Preparation books, self-paced eLearning and Video-Enhanced eLearning Bundles. 

On Wednesday, April 26 at Noon (EDT), ASCENT will host an overview webcast of this year’s 

Courseware Roadmap. Jennifer MacMillan, lead author of the Inventor courseware, will also talk about 

the new Fusion title as well as how ASCENT has repackaged the Inventor advanced content into smaller 

training guides focused on specific advanced topics. Attendance for this webcast is free, 

but registration is required. 

http://rand.com/?utm_source=dynamic&utm_medium=press-release&utm_campaign=2018-courseware
http://ascented.com/?utm_source=dynamic&utm_medium=press-release&utm_campaign=2018-courseware
http://ascented.com/?utm_source=dynamic&utm_medium=press-release&utm_campaign=2018-courseware
http://ascentestore.com/?utm_source=dynamic&utm_medium=press-release&utm_campaign=2018-courseware
https://www.amazon.com/Ascent-Center-for-Technical-Knowledge/e/B00ZJGETZ2/ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_1?qid=1492550591&sr=8-1
http://www.ascented.com/courseware-solutions/ebooks/video-enhanced-ebooks?utm_source=dynamic&utm_medium=press-release&utm_campaign=2018-courseware
http://www.ascented.com/courseware-solutions/autodesk/autodesk-certification?utm_source=dynamic&utm_medium=press-release&utm_campaign=2018-courseware
http://www.ascented.com/courseware-solutions/autodesk/autodesk-certification?utm_source=dynamic&utm_medium=press-release&utm_campaign=2018-courseware
http://www.ascented.com/courseware-solutions/elearning?utm_source=dynamic&utm_medium=press-release&utm_campaign=2018-courseware
http://www.ascented.com/courseware-solutions/elearning?utm_source=dynamic&utm_medium=press-release&utm_campaign=2018-courseware
http://blogs.rand.com/ascent/Jennifer-MacMillan.html?utm_source=dynamic&utm_medium=press-release&utm_campaign=2018-courseware
http://response.rand.com/ASCENTWebcastLearningSeries?eventid=042617&utm_source=dynamic&utm_medium=press-release&utm_campaign=2018-courseware
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Huawei and ESI Build a CAE Public Cloud Solution for Product and Process Design and Validation 

26 April 2017 

ESI Group is pleased to unveil the early results of its partnership with leading information and 

communications technology (ICT) solutions provider Huawei, less than a year after the signature of a 

memorandum of understanding at HUAWEI CONNECT 2016 in Shanghai, China last September. ESI 

and Huawei have jointly announced a Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) Public Cloud Solution to 

support the digital transformation in the manufacturing industries at Hannover Messe 2017. The joint 

action provides designers and engineers with a public cloud-based CAE solution across multiple physics 

and engineering disciplines, integrating ESI’s virtual engineering solutions with Huawei’s High-

Performance Computing (HPC) Infrastructure-as-a-Service capabilities through browser-based 

modeling, user analytics, 2D and 3D visualization and real-time collaboration tools. 

Validated on the Open Telekom Public Cloud, the joint solution already supports a variety of ESI 

applications for CAE, such as: Virtual Performance Solution for compute-on-demand, a general purpose 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) solution based on the well-known open source solver, 

OpenFOAM™, a sand casting vertical application powered by ESI Visual technology and ESI ProCAST 

and Data Analytics tool ESI MINESET. The combination enables online collaborative product 

development across the globe, large-scale simulations, and analysis of massive data. Customers will 

experience improved efficiency, cost optimizations, enhanced green credentials and other benefits. 

Sun Jiawei, Director, IT Business Development Department, Huawei, said, "Huawei helps customers 

achieve business successes by sticking to our ‘Openness, Cooperation, Win-Win’ policy and devoting to 

establishing a positive cloud ecosystem. We are delighted to work with ESI Group to jointly help 

develop the public cloud solution and better serve customers with greater product choice." 

Sanjay Choudhry, Vice President Cloud Business Unit at ESI comments, "ESI HPC/CAE platform on 

the Open Telekom Cloud powered by Huawei is designed to address the complex demands of 

engineering organizations. The fully browser based cloud platform solves large multi-physics problems 

in a highly scalable and an extremely easy-to-use environment using a workflow based approach. We 

are very excited to be able to showcase this in the Hannover event". 

Join ESI at the Hannover Messe CAE Forum in Hall 6/L46 and attend our live presentations: 

 "Modeling of Metallic Additive Manufacturing Processes" (Monday, April 24th - 12:40 pm) 

 "Industrial Data Analytics Platform for Industry 4.0" (Tuesday, April 25th - 12:20 pm) 

 "Virtual Prototyping: From Manufacturing to Performance" (Wednesday, April 26th - 12:20 pm) 

 "Developing suitable and energy-efficient drive systems through multiphysics system 

simulation" (Thursday, April 27th - 12:20 pm) 

 "Virtual Car Prototyping in a Realistic Driving Environment" (Friday, April 28th - 12:20 pm) 

WHEN? 

24-28 April, 2017 

WHERE? 
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Hannover Fairground in Hanover, Germany 

Click here to return to Contents 

Independent Computer Consulting Group Bolsters Solution Offering with Infor Optiva PLM; 

Simplifies Product Quality & Recipe Management Capabilities for Process MFG 

24 April 2017 

Independent Computer Consulting Group, Inc. (“ICCG”) is pleased to announce the addition of Infor 

Optiva PLM, a tool to help process manufacturers stay competitive. This best of breed solution enables 

new products to be developed quickly, using the best possible formula, all while maintaining full 

compliance with all regulatory requirements. These are a unique set of requirements that demand the 

tailored approach to product lifecycle management (PLM) that ICCG and Infor’s Optiva PLM can offer. 

Infor Optiva PLM streamlines processes for product development, material selection, formulation, and 

new product introductions. The solution is helping process manufacturers worldwide: 

· Deliver fast innovation. Companies using Infor Optiva PLM can reduce the time to develop new 

products 50% or more by simplifying development processes, improving supply chain collaboration, and 

integrating product lifecycle management with enterprise resource planning (ERP) and other core 

processes. 

· Optimize formulas. Infor Optiva PLM delivers industry-leading capability for analyzing material cost, 

inventory, and manufacturing capacity to help process companies select the best formula for a given 

product. By optimizing product formulas, process companies can significantly reduce material costs and 

manufacture more efficiently. 

· Ensure 100% labeling compliance. For process companies, complying with label content requirements 

is critical to overall success. Infor Optiva PLM provides the capabilities food and beverage, home and 

personal care, pharmaceutical, and nutraceutical companies need to design and produce labels that 

consistently meet government regulations. 

"Infor continues to invest in cutting-edge technologies that enhance the Product Lifecycle Management 

product suite for process manufacturers,” said Balachandran Anantharama, Senior Vice President at 

ICCG. “We recommend these tools for process manufacturers looking for a competitive edge that will 

make them more efficient and assist in providing the much needed advantage for getting their products 

to market faster as well as more cost-efficiently.” 

ICCG is an Infor enterprise software-focused consulting firm with global presence and a track record of 

over 2,000 business transformation projects, with execution across not only Discrete & Process PLM, 

but also Supply Chain Planning and Execution systems, Warehouse Management solutions, and ERP 

Management solutions deployments. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Intergraph(R) releases CADWorx(R) Structure 2017 R1 with advanced new 3D steel structure design 

capabilities 

24 April 2017 

Intergraph announces the release of CADWorx® Structure 2017 R1, a fit-for-purpose solution for 

designing steel structures and modeling industrial plant buildings, pipe racks, offshore topsides and 
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other structures for process, power and manufacturing facilities. This release adds the option to run on 

the AutoCAD® or BricsCAD® platform and provides new advanced capabilities that allow designers 

and engineers to cite the weight and center of gravity of objects to determine if they can be lifted and 

transported, export to a detailing tool or structural analysis program by using a CIS/2 file, place gusset 

plates and connect them to bracing to avoid routing objects through an area, and add openings to any 

structural object. The release also allows users to annotate structural objects to include a short and long 

description, part number and tag, material and member size and other details. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Introducing Veristar AIM – a Bureau Veritas Technology Solution Powered by Dassault Systèmes 

17 April 2017 

Veristar AIM3D is the evolution of Bureau Veritas' Asset Integrity Management services. Based on 

Dassault Systèmes 3DEXPERIENCE platform, the new solution combines a digital twin of any marine 

or offshore assets with smart data in a collaborative environment. Veristar AIM3D is conceived to be 

used from the design stage, through construction, and throughout the operational lifecycle, to reflect and 

predict the condition of any asset, or fleet of assets. The solution supports risk based inspection and 

condition based maintenance approaches. 

Veristar AIM3D provides asset management dashboards for individual ships, rigs or facilities - or for 

entire fleets. This will enable smarter decisions based on better visibility of actual asset condition and 

performance. This will reduce costs during operations and provide return of experience data to better 

inform design and construction, so helping address the twin challenges of reducing both CAPEX and 

OPEX. 

"This technology is taking the industry forward, connecting surveyors, drones, experts with data through 

mobile applications, cloud based systems and enterprise software solutions, all to reduce risk and to 

improve safety and financial performance", commented Matthieu de Tugny, COO, Bureau Veritas 

Marine & Offshore. "This is what operators need today. Our priority is to support operators" OPEX and 

CAPEX challenges while either maintaining or raising safety standards. This solution helps operators 

minimize risk and maximize return on their assets. Assets can now be designed and operated using 

digital capability.” 

With this solution Bureau Veritas is also addressing the challenge of fragmented IT environments. 

Veristar AIM3D is asset adaptable and, while offshore operators were the primary market for the 

investment, the solution is suitable for operators and fleet managers of conventional ships: particularly, 

if classification requirements, as well as shipmanagement systems, are integrated.  

Before construction, during the design stages, plan approval on 3D models can be carried out directly 

with designers. These can then be used throughout an asset's life with the new service creating a reliable, 

single source of truth for better decision making about actual and future asset condition.  

"Bureau Veritas continues to leap forward with new products and services that leverage digital 

technology to address operators' safety, quality and reliability challenges," said Alain Houard, Vice 

President, Marine & Offshore Industry, Dassault Systèmes. “The 3DEXPERIENCE platform connects 

assets, data and people in a unified digital environment that enables Bureau Veritas to improve the asset 

integrity management experience for its customers."  

Bureau Veritas' solution bridges the gap between available technology and industry needs, enhancing 

safety, risk and operational management to move beyond traditional reporting structures. When used to 
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its full potential Veristar AIM3D could lead to a complete change in how inspection, maintenance and 

repair activities are prepared and reported. Data, presented in concise dashboards, will be immediately 

available to all stakeholders having access to the asset Veristar AIM3D platform.  

Accumulated data across assets types and through life should enable a combination of predictive 

responses and a feed back into better designs.  

Future development of the solution, by collaboration between BV's technology partner (Dassault 

Systèmes) and clients will help meet specific and evolving requirements in a virtuous circle of continual 

improvement, feedback and refinement. 

Click here to return to Contents 

ITI's CADfix 11 Service Pack 1 Now Available 

20 April 2017 

International TechneGroup Incorporated (ITI) has released Service Pack 1 for CADfix 11. Engineers 

using CADfix to address problems of 3D model data exchange will see updated native CAD interfaces 

for NX11, Creo 4, and SOLIDWORKS 2017, as well as neutral format CAD interface improvements, 

new features, and innovative tools. 

New support for DXF/DWG assemblies means much faster model processing and significantly smaller 

files. ITI’s recent webinar demonstrated the power of using CADfix to simplify large CAD 

assemblies for integration into Plant and Process design systems, where users will see significant file 

size reductions and productivity improvements as a result of this enhancement. 

CADfix offers a large set of defeaturing tools that enable users to remove features from CAD models 

that might otherwise constrain their downstream applications, such as CAE meshing. A new incremental 

algorithm for the fillet removal tool in SP1 allows CADfix to better handle complex split fillets and 

junctions with a significantly higher success rate. 

Through involvement in the Hyproline and Symbionica projects, ITI has responded to an increased need 

for innovative geometry handling for additive manufacturing. The CADfix 2D slicer has improved 

capabilities using curved facets to better match the geometry being sliced, and a new method for 

detecting multiple loop slices that handles more complex cases. Parallelization has resulted in highly 

accurate slices being generated considerably faster. A new hatching tool also allows CAM users to 

generate variable radius toolpaths that can be exported to a CL file. 

A new shrink-wrap algorithm in SP1 offers a more robust method for capturing thin regions and sharp 

edges, for example on trailing edges and junctions of aerospace models, and an option to recover CAD 

parency enables quality re-meshing with complex size controls. The high level of automation requires 

minimal user input and cleanup to get a usable wrap first time. The shrink-wrap tool will continue to be 

developed with an aim to be fully productionized in CADfix 12.  

Service Pack 1 also sees a new prototype automatic mid-surface tool that provides a high level of 

automation. Starting from the solid CAD model, CADfix can generate either new BREP mid-surface 

geometry or a mid-surface mesh containing thickness attributes derived from the source 3D model. 

Using the 3D Medial Object, CADfix’s mid-surface represents the true mid-surface through a solid 

body, taking into account complex junctions and variable thicknesses. ITI will be presenting this new 

technology at the NAFEMs World Congress in Stockholm on the 11th of June 2017. 

http://www.iti-global.com/cadfix
http://info.iti-global.com/webinar-large-cad-assembly-simplification-for-plant-process-design
http://info.iti-global.com/webinar-large-cad-assembly-simplification-for-plant-process-design
http://info.iti-global.com/webinar-large-cad-assembly-simplification-for-plant-process-design
http://info.iti-global.com/cadfix-hyproline-case
http://info.iti-global.com/blog/iti-joins-innovative-additive-manufacturing-project-symbionica
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Andy Chinn, Commercial Director at ITI UK’s CADfix development office comments, “With the 

release of CADfix 11 Service Pack 1 we continue to provide enhancements for our existing user base, 

particularly in the area of CAD to CAE integration and process automation for advanced analysis. It is 

also exciting to see new and innovative developments aimed at helping users in the additive 

manufacturing and process and plant engineering industries, who have equally challenging geometry 

handling issues, and where the application of CADfix can bring both quality and productivity gains”.   

Click here to return to Contents 

Latest Release of COMSOL® Brings Powerful Modeling Tools, Solver Technology, and App 

Deployment to Engineers and Scientists 

25 April 2017 

COMSOL, Inc., the leading provider of software solutions for multiphysics modeling, simulation, and 

application deployment, today announced the latest release of the COMSOL Multiphysics® and 

COMSOL Server™ simulation software. 

Version 5.3 provides simulation specialists with notable performance improvements and powerful app 

design and deployment capabilities with new modeling and development tools, solvers, and user-driven 

features. In many cases, users will experience a speedup of ten times or more in software 

responsiveness, such as in preprocessing tasks for handling models with several thousand boundaries 

and domains. 

Enhanced Efficiency with New Mathematical Methods and Solvers 

“Version 5.3 is a result of our continued focus on delivering highly capable mathematical modeling 

tools. Our users will find great value in new solvers, the new physics interfaces, and the many 

enhancements throughout COMSOL software, from model creation to deployment of apps”, comments 

Svante Littmarck, President and CEO, COMSOL, Inc. 

With version 5.3 the boundary element method (BEM) is available for modeling electrostatics and 

corrosion effects. “This means that users can easily combine boundary element and finite element 

methods for greater flexibility in their multiphysics simulations”, continues Littmarck. The Boundary 

Element method enables users to simulate models with infinite domains and voids, as well as to quickly 

set up simulations that combine wires, beams, surfaces, and solids in the same model. Typical uses for 

this functionality include the modeling of electrical cathodic protection, cables, or capacitive sensors. 

Users handling large CFD models will benefit from the new algebraic multigrid (AMG) solver 

implemented in version 5.3. The AMG solver requires only a single mesh level and is now the default 

option for many fluid flow and transport phenomena interfaces. Users modeling turbulent flows can 

benefit from more robust computations with the automatic treatment of walls. This feature blends high-

fidelity low-Reynolds formulation with wall functions. 

A Powerful Suite of Development Tools for Increased Productivity 

The Model Builder now more rapidly handles geometry and mesh operations for models with large 

arrays and complicated solid operations in 3D. Users working with models and geometry requiring the 

use of several element types will benefit from the automatic generation of pyramidal elements to handle 

the transition between swept, hexahedral, prismatic, and tetrahedral meshes. A new option for automatic 

geometry defeaturing through virtual geometry operations is now available to users. “We continue to see 

improved performance for large models across the board. This is not only about solution time but also 
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how the software handles large models in the user interface, including geometry and mesh”, comments 

Bjorn Sjodin, VP of Product Management, COMSOL, Inc. 

With the introduction of model methods in version 5.3, it is easy to automate repetitive operations 

directly in the Model Builder. ”You can now simply record a set of operations, like a macro, and use the 

resulting method while setting up or solving a model. This is an important usability feature with many 

possible applications. For example, you can create a reusable model method that generates a 

complicated array of geometric objects to expand on the standard functionality of the Model Builder”, 

continues Sjodin. 

The Application Libraries feature more than 50 new and updated tutorial models, allowing users to 

quickly adopt new features, tools, and modeling techniques. The tutorials span several areas, from 

permanent magnet motors, cables, and horn antennas, to supersonic flows, electronics cooling, and 

vibration and noise in a gearbox. 

More Functionality for App Design and Deployment 

The Application Builder allows simulation specialists to create apps based on their multiphysics models. 

The app interface can be easily customized and accessed via a browser or a Windows® client, which 

connects to a local installation of COMSOL Server™. Updates to COMSOL Server™ include 

comprehensive log files for user activity as well as a centralized cluster administration setting in the 

COMSOL Server™ web interface for easy setup of running apps on clusters. In the Application Builder, 

app designers can now define customized actions when clicking on plots in graphics objects, enabling 

the easy creation of interactive apps. 

Cornell Dublier, founded in 1909 and a leading global manufacturer of high-quality capacitors, uses 

COMSOL Server™ for deploying computational apps to engineers at different sites around the world. 

“Using COMSOL Multiphysics® and its Application Builder I can create models and build apps based 

on them. This allows other departments to test different configurations for their particular requirements 

and pick the best design”, comments Sam Parler, Research Director at Cornell Dubilier. 

“It’s exciting to see how customers are benefiting from building and deploying simulation apps,” says 

Littmarck. “Case studies across industries are demonstrating how simulation specialists are leveraging 

simulation apps to expand the use of multiphysics simulation.” 

As a part of a food science curriculum, Cornell University is using simulation apps that connect via a 

browser to the school’s local installation of COMSOL Server™. “Simulation apps bring new 

opportunities to education. In a food safety class, the app enables multidisciplinary learning where a 

biological science student can simulate many what-if scenarios realistically”, comments Prof. Ashim 

Datta, Department of Biological & Environmental Engineering, Cornell University. 

Availability 

COMSOL® software products are supported on Windows® operating system, Linux® operating 

system, and macOS™ operating system. The Application Builder is supported in the 

Windows® operating system. 

Click here to return to Contents 

New Connector by Maplesoft and Phoenix Integration Combines Engineering Insight and Efficiency 

26 April 2017 
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Maplesoft and Phoenix Integration today announced a new plugin that enables engineers to easily 

incorporate Maplesoft software products Maple and MapleSim into the ModelCenter workflow 

integration and automation platform from Phoenix Integration.  The plugin allows engineers to take 

advantage of the reduced risk, improved designs, and shorter development times resulting from using 

Maplesoft’s engineering tools, along with the efficiencies that come from a process integration platform. 

MapleSim, an advanced system-level modeling and simulation tool, enables engineers to take advantage 

of modern techniques in modeling and simulation.  Maple is a powerful math software tool for 

mathematical computations and explorations.  ModelCenter is a vendor-neutral software framework  for 

creating and automating multi-tool workflows, optimizing product designs, and sharing engineering data 

and knowledge. It is used by leading organizations worldwide to reduce development costs, improve 

engineering efficiency, stimulate innovation, and design more competitive products. The new connector 

makes it easy to bring Maple and MapleSim into ModelCenter so they can be seamlessly incorporated 

into the ModelCenter-based engineering workflow. 

A powerful application of this connector is functional verification of a system design by automatically 

testing MapleSim models against design requirements from Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) 

software tools, such as IBM® Rational® Rhapsody® or No Magic™ MagicDraw®.  Engineers can 

directly connect the parametric design constraints, which are derived by the MBSE tool, to multi-

disciplinary system simulations in MapleSim.  When a change is made to the system parameters, 

ModelCenter calls MapleSim to run a simulation using the new parameter set. ModelCenter then checks 

the simulated results against the design constraints, and generates a report of the compliance test results. 

Any constraint failures are flagged, allowing the design team to make the necessary design changes very 

early in the process.  

Other applications include using MapleSim and Maple for design space explorations, optimization, and 

development projects based on executable requirements, all inside ModelCenter. 

“By incorporating Maple and MapleSim in ModelCenter using this new plugin, our customers will be 

able to reduce manual effort and increase the efficiency of many aspects of their development 

workflow,” said Paul Goossens, Vice President, Engineering Solutions at Maplesoft.  

“Maple and MapleSim make great additions to the collection of engineering tools that can be integrated 

into ModelCenter,” said Scott Ragon, Director, Technical Business Development, Phoenix Integration. 

“They offer valuable benefits for modeling, simulation, analysis, and calculation management that 

customers can now take advantage of inside their standard ModelCenter workflow.” 

This connector can be freely downloaded from the Maplesoft website. 

Maplesoft products can also be integrated with other process integration platforms, such as Optimus® 

from Noesis Solutions.  

Click here to return to Contents 

New Siemens Platform to Support Complete Vision for Global Additive Manufacturing Market 

24 April 2017 

As part of its comprehensive vision to provide the industry’s most complete set of seamless tools to 

support the global additive manufacturing industry, Siemens revealed plans today for a new online 

collaborative platform designed to bring on-demand product design and 3D printing production to the 

global manufacturing industry. The part manufacturing platform, being developed by Siemens’ product 

http://www.maplesoft.com/products/maplesim/index1a.aspx?P=TC-7096
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lifecycle management (PLM) software business and announced at Hannover Messe 2017, will provide 

an environment capable of connecting all members of the global manufacturing community in order to 

maximize resource utilization, access additive manufacturing expertise and expand business opportunity. 

For example, by linking part buyers to micro-factories, the platform would enable members to 3D print 

production parts on-demand where-needed across the world. In addition, the platform will include 

collaborative capabilities to help streamline the co-innovation process and accelerate the adoption of 3D 

printing as a mainstream production method for industrial parts. 

“Siemens is one of the only companies addressing the diverse needs of all additive manufacturing 

market participants – from designers and engineers, to manufacturers, 3D printing machine OEMs, 

material vendors and software providers – with a comprehensive set of seamless technology solutions 

for distributed industrial additive manufacturing and co-innovation,” said Tony Hemmelgarn, President 

and Chief Executive Officer, Siemens PLM Software. “Today’s announcement builds on that leadership 

with a platform aimed at instantly connecting the people, technology, equipment and expertise needed to 

efficiently address mutual business opportunities.” 

Siemens is introducing the part manufacturing platform to address the growing need for on-demand, 

worldwide access to additive manufacturing expertise and the latest technology. The platform will create 

an online ecosystem made up of highly qualified members from a variety of areas such as product 

designers, job shops, part buyers, 3D printer OEMs, material suppliers, expert services providers, micro-

factories and much more. Members will be able to instantly connect with other members to initiate co-

innovation of products using the latest software tools for additive manufacturing. 

For example, a global network of experts all having access to the same gateway could participate in and 

contribute to the design and development of a reimagined product for additive manufacturing. Also, part 

buyers could use the platform to quickly find qualified services, enhance job scheduling and reduce the 

time to obtain production quantities of end-use parts at needed locations. At the same time, 

manufacturing service providers could create a pipeline of job orders for next generation designs, 

maximize machine utilization and expand their businesses. Finally, 3D printer OEMs could connect with 

the community regarding their latest systems, technology and expertise for repeatable production of 

industrial parts and quantities. 

By exchanging information and practical knowledge, members will have the opportunity to enhance 

productivity, increase expertise, streamline co-innovation and accelerate the adoption of additive 

manufacturing technology to a new level of industrial use. 

The new digital platform is expected to launch in mid-2018.  

Click here to return to Contents 

NGC Software’s Cloud-Based Andromeda Vendor Compliance Solution Enables Retailers and 

Brands to Better Manage Vendors and Corporate Social Responsibility Initiatives 

26 April 2017 

NGC® Software today announced the release and general availability of its Andromeda® Vendor 

Compliance cloud solution for fashion retailers and brand owners. With the use of Andromeda Vendor 

Compliance, retailers and brand owners can ensure Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) compliance 

by streamlining vendor management. 

In today’s socially-connected world, it’s more important than ever for retailers and brands to protect 
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their reputation by carefully monitoring vendor relationships to ensure CSR compliance. Andromeda 

Vendor Compliance helps manage important government-mandated compliance regulations through 

standardized forms and scheduling, including but not limited to Conflict Minerals, REACH, and 

Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS) for compliance under European Union regulations. 

Vendor Compliance enables retailers and brands to establish and maintain four key areas of CSR – 

transparency, accountability, responsible sourcing and worker non-retaliation – by: 

 Establishing and maintaining Standards of Vendor Engagement guidelines 

 Onboarding vendors with the proper procedures to provide full transparency 

 Communicating with all third-party vendors and suppliers of goods and services 

 Storing and managing all signed compliance documents 

 Analyzing vendor performance in a myriad of categories 

 Generating scorecards based upon performance over time 

 Creating and managing Corrective Action Plans 

“With today’s highly-engaged consumers, Corporate Social Responsibility is critical to maintaining a 

company’s reputation,” said Mark Burstein, president of sales and development, NGC Software. “A 

single incident involving a vendor can cause irreversible damage to brands and retailers. With 

comprehensive vendor policies and procedures in place, NGC’s Andromeda Vendor Compliance 

solution can help retailers and brands manage the complexities of CSR.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Rescale Introduces CST STUDIO SUITE® to Its ScaleX™ Cloud Platform for High-Performance 

Computing 

24 April 2017 

Rescale is pleased to announce a partnership with Computer Simulation Technology (CST®), part of 

SIMULIA, a Dassault Systèmes brand, that will allow engineers and scientists running simulations in 

CST STUDIO SUITE to easily access the world’s largest high-performance computing (HPC) network 

via Rescale’s ScaleX platform. 

CST STUDIO SUITE is a best-in-class software package for electromagnetic simulation. Customers 

often demand high-performance IT resources for large system-level simulation. Reducing run-times, 

particularly for multi-parameter optimization, can improve design throughput and the critical time-to-

market for a product. Such IT resources are traditionally on-premise, but can incur large start-up and 

maintenance costs and can be redundant within 3 years as new technology comes along. Rescale offers 

an alternative scalable, secure and turn-key, cloud-based platform that now allows CST STUDIO SUITE 

to run on its worldwide network of high-performance computers, including the most state-of-the-art 

hardware available. 

Under the new partnership, CST customers can bring their own licenses, and CST STUDIO SUITE will 

be available pre-configured on Rescale’s ScaleX platform. By accessing Rescale’s ScaleX platform 

through any browser, CST STUDIO SUITE users can run sophisticated engineering simulations on 

Rescale’s global multi-cloud HPC network of over 60 data centers in 30 plus locations worldwide. 
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Demanding users can scale out to thousands of cores and choose hardware configurations optimized to 

the requirements of CST STUDIO SUITE’s complete technology portfolio, with options ranging from 

economical HPC configurations to cutting-edge bare metal systems, low-latency InfiniBand 

interconnect, and the latest Intel and NVIDIA GPU chipsets. 

With Rescale’s ScaleX platform, enterprises can leverage built-in administration and collaboration tools 

to build teams, manage resources, and share jobs with team members. Additionally, enterprise 

administrators can take advantage of best-in-class security features such as multi-factor authentication, 

single sign-on, and set IP access rights, on a platform that meets the highest security standards, including 

ISO 27001 and 27017, SOC2 Type 2, ITAR, and HIPAA. 

“We are very excited to be partnering with CST, as a new part of the SIMULIA brand of Dassault 

Systèmes,” said Joris Poort, CEO at Rescale. “We believe that CST STUDIO SUITE users will benefit 

from the fast, flexible, secure, and huge on-demand resources that Rescale can bring to computationally-

demanding tools, such as electromagnetic simulation.” 

Dr. Martin Timm, Director Global Marketing at CST added, “CST STUDIO SUITE provides 

comprehensive, advanced solving engines based on various numerical methods for world-class 

electromagnetic simulation. These engines run optimally on various types of hardware, and we believe 

that making them available on Rescale’s ScaleX platform will allow our customers access to the best 

possible performance across the whole suite of tools.” 

Rescale is sponsoring the CST European User Conference 2017 in Darmstadt, Germany this week on 

April 27-28, 2017. Attend Rescale’s presentation or booth to discuss the advantages of running CST 

STUDIO SUITE on the cloud with Rescale. 

Click here to return to Contents 

SHIMA SEIKI Releases PLM Software for Flat Knitting Industry 

25 April 2017 

Leading Japanese computerized flat knitting machine manufacturer SHIMA SEIKI MFG., LTD. has 

announced the release of its new Shima KnitPLM software specifically engineered for the flat knitting 

industry. 

Today's apparel industry is evolving at a rapid pace. New forms of retail such as fast fashion and e-

commerce require new production infrastructure that support quick response and mass customization, 

and smart factories utilizing Industry 4.0 and IoT are key to the future of industry success. To that end 

SHIMA SEIKI has been introducing various products and services to enhance its TOTAL FASHION 

SYSTEM which advocates fully integrated apparel manufacturing from planning and design to 

production and sales promotion. Initiatives that have already materialized include the new "staf" web-

based fashion trend archive that supports fashion planning, the SPS (Shima Private Server) cloud-based 

point-of-sales tool, and the Virtual Fitting System virtual-reality based fitting room. 

To further support knit manufacturing in the 21st century, SHIMA SEIKI has developed the world's first 

PLM (Product Lifecycle Management) system dedicated to flat knitting as a powerful implementation of 

IoT for realizing factory automation. With Shima KnitPLM, the entire manufacturing process of 

knitwear from planning to production can be visualized to support efforts in maximizing production 

efficiency throughout. To this end, SHIMA SEIKI has released the following software as part of Shima 

KnitPLM. 
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scheduling and machine assignment based on manufacturing order (MO) information managed by the 

user's existing ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) system. Even users without ERP can input MO 

information from a dedicated input menu. Production plans created with SPP can be sent automatically 

to SPR3, where progress can be managed according to schedule. 

 

 still the norm for knitting data at the 

factory to be prepared and sent manually to each machine via network or USB device. SPC can 

automatically send the required production data to individual machines based on scheduling data 

provided by SPP, reducing workload and preventing mistakes. 

 

of SHIMA SEIKI's SPR2 production management software that is already used by most of SHIMA 

SEIKI's mid- to large-scale customers, SPR3 can provide high-level solutions through linkage with 

existing ERP systems, management of machine operators, and--when production stops for some reason--

the time and cause of stoppage. Moreover, by using cloud service, factory operating conditions and 

production status for individual orders can be confirmed remotely at any moment. 

 

SHIMA SEIKI will continue to provide solutions for customers facing new issues such as diversified 

fashion trends, globally expanding production bases, and shortening of production lead times. 
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TechExcel Announces DevSuite 10.1 

26 April 2017 

TechExcel Inc. today announced the release of DevSuite 10.1. This latest release of the award-winning 

ALM platform enables developers and project stakeholders to better communicate and collaborate 

throughout the entire development lifecycle, resulting in faster delivery of higher quality products. A 

webinar highlighting DevSuite 10.1 is scheduled for April 27, 2017 at 11 AM (PDT).  

“Large scale development projects frequently get delayed or go over budget due to the lack of effective 

communication and collaboration amongst project stakeholders and distributed development teams,” 

says Jason Hammon, Director of Product Management at TechExcel. “DevSuite makes it easy for 

everyone involved in planning, development and testing processes to work together, in real-time, to 

deliver quality products that are bug free and include the most current features and functionality 

required.” 

Project stakeholders are often only involved at the beginning and end of a software project and, in most 

environments, Development and QA teams are globally distributed. These self-organizing teams 

typically utilize different tools to communicate and collaborate within their siloed environments. This 

creates debilitating bottlenecks that cost organizations both time and money. 

DevSuite provides an integrated architecture that promotes cross-functional teamwork and ensures 

everyone is working together and shares the same final target – delivering a high-quality product that 

satisfies the necessary requirements. Users can easily attach documents and add comments that speeds 

problem resolution and encourages idea sharing. With real-time communication and collaboration; as 
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well as, drag-and-drop document sharing and commenting, DevSuite eliminates common bottleneck 

problems and improves team efficiency and productivity for rapid delivery of high-quality products. 

DevSuite consists of DevSpec, DevTrack, DevTest and KnowledgeWise, TechExcel’s solution-wide 

repository for collaboration, information sharing, knowledge management, and process/work item 

tracking. Available in hosted or on-premise deployment models, DevSuite is offered as an integrated 

suite of PPM and ALM solution for enterprises looking for powerful and flexible platforms for their 

project management and product development needs. 

DevSuite 10.1 is available now and can be purchased directly from the TechExcel website.  
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